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Campus handles 
winter weather 
by Rob Speirs 
.t. iff wnter 
While JMU stud1..•nts wait b)· 
thclf radios praying to hear JMU 
is closed for the day, many are 
unawarc of the complex chain of 
opcratioru; that takes place each 
time a winter storm heads for 
Harr00nburg. 
Scwral umwrsity admmJstra-
tors determine if weather condi 
lions mt•rit thl' cann•llc~tion of 
classes 
The Office of Public Safe ty 
monitors puhce reports, loca I 
radio stations and weather 
reports on television 
Vice Prcs11..lent o f 
Admm1st ration and Fin,mcc 
ChariL>s King and Executive Vice 
President Ltnwood Rose th('n 
make the final dCl'~ion ba~ on 
this infonnallon as soon as road 
and area weather conditions arc 
apparent 
The decision to close JMU as 
made at about 6 a .m., accordmg 
to Fred llilton, director of media 
relations. The decision is then 
publicized on local rad1o a nd 
televasion stattons 
univcrsaty's limJtcd-r,mg\! r,tdiu 
s tation, 1610 AM The sta tion 
broadcasts 24 hours cl d.ty .tnd 
.-mnounccs the university'<> st<llus 
and conditions on lntcrst.tt\! 81 
every fuw minuh.~ 
Students arc cncourag\.'d to 
tune in to thi.s service rather thtln 
ca ll the campus o p erator or 
police. 
In the pas t, JMU would not 
close, regardless of winter condi-
tions. 
" It used to be we would .1bso-
lutel} not close, but in n•ccnt 
years we hove bc~n more libt.•ntl 
about [the deciston)," J liJton said 
1
' A.s a general rule, wt~ are llw la-.t 
place to dose bcca~ of our <;ize 
and the number of students wt• 
have" 
The number of commuter stu· 
dents and faculty at JMU forces 
admimstrators to examint? c.ue-
fully road conditions bl•forc 
deciding to cl~ JMlJ, according 
to Director of Public Safety Alan 
MacNutt. 
Many of the JMU faculty 
members must contend with 
long commutes an treacherous 
conditions to reach campus dur-
ing winter storms. 
Sophomore Tracy Buzogany doesn't exactly kick sophomore KristJ Fredette while she's down, but she does 
enjoy piling anow on her Saturday night at Hunters Ridge after Harrisonburg's latest storm. 
Another ophon for JMU stu-
d ents and faculty living in the 
immediate area is liStening to the see WEATHER page 2 
Legal concerns surround 
JMU's identification system 
by Courtney Crowley 
stnff_ writer 
Soc1al security numbers are 
sup~ to be private, and post-
ing grades by security numbers is 
prohibited by law. But at JMU 
and other college, in Virginia, a 
student's social security number 
is used all over campus as an 
identification number. 
This illegal treatment of social 
security numbers may change 
soon at JMU. The Faculty Senate 
unanimously passed a resolution 
Nov. 7 urging the administration 
to phase out the usc of social 
security numbers as a s tudent 
identification system. 
This action was taken to safe-
guard the privacy of the students 
and faculty, Carl Weaver, speak· 
er of the Faculty Senate, said. 
"When this resolution was 
!>rough\ up, a number of the fac-
ulty spoke out in favor ol ~ ~-
elution," Weaver said. "Once 
people realized the risk and dan-
ger of using social security num-
bers, it doesn't take a rocket sci-
entist to figure out that the prac-
tice needs to be changed." 
Social security number safety 
was on the minds of the Senate 
when it unanimous ly passed a 
motion from the Facu I ty 
Concerns Committee encourag-
ing JMU to phase out social secu-
rity numbers as the form of JAC 
card identification numbers. 
"Using social security num-
bers (as identification numbers) 
makes people vulnerable to hav-
ing their records compromised," 
Weaver said. " It's good to keep 
your sociaJ security number pri-
vate and not have it widely 
used.'' 
This number is used to access 
bank accounts, apply for credit 
TKE fraterr:tity reaches color-ty status 
in effort to regain national charter 
by Julia Filz 
____________ ....:;s=~~ff~wn~1=u--r-----~---
l 
After past setbacks, Tau Kappa Epsilon frater-
nity took a step to rebuild itself Saturday by 
regaining its colony status and contmuing to 
work toward obtaining its national charter. 
"Every brother in the fraternity can't deny that 
our hard work is finally paying off," junior John 
Utz, vice president of TKE, said. "A colony is the 
first step in getting a charter." 
Although TI<E is not yet recognized by JMU, 
its colony status makes it a nationally recognized 
fraternity. 
Junjor Matt Hom, a TKE member, defined a 
colony as "a smaller version of a charter organi-
zation. You have to have a certain number of 
quality candidates to build up a fraternity. 
Basically, the size for a charter fraternity is about 
35 [members). A colony needs about 20 !mem-
bers]." TI<E has 21 members. 
It has been a long road for JMU's TI<E fratemi· 
ty. Originally chartered in 1969, the group lost 
recognition as a fraternity at JMU in 1982. After a 
group of members mooned the audience and 
damaged a piano1and a stage at Greek Sing, the 
university decided not to renew the fraternity's 
lease for on-campus housing. This was the first 
time JMU did not renew a group's lease since 
Greek Row opened in 1978. 
TKE lost its national charter in 1987 for misbe-
havior; the charter was reinstated in 1989 and lost 
again jh 1994. 
"Some TKE organizations have been looked at 
as animal houses," Utz said. "We were looked at 
as a super animal house. The guys we have right 
now do not fit that category, and we're trying to 
prove that to everyone." 
According to the Feb. 24, 1994, issue of The 
Breeze, TKE lost its charter most recently for fail-
ing to meet its financial responsibi)ities to TKE 
international headquarters. John Howland, pre!;i-
dent ofTKE in1994, maintained the JMU chapter 
of TI<E had not lost its charter, although the 
national organization had classified the group as 
non-operating. 
But the group continued to operate as a frater-
see page2 
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Weather~--~--------------
contJnue<l from PtJf6 1 
Charles Cunningham, coordinator of the 
math laboratory, commutes from the 
Charlottesville area. "On a bad day 1t takes 
so much longer to come up I-81. .. a 55-
minute drive can take three hours," 
Cunningham said 
The dcc1sion to close also hinges on 
whether the Harrisonburg Transit system is 
operational. If the bus system shuts down, 
JMU campus police and the media relations 
office arc contacted. 
According to Reggie Smith, Harnsonburg 
Transit director, having an established policy 
for closing school during snow storms 
wQuld be 1mpossible. "We've tried snow 
routes in the past but found they did not 
work'' . . · 
Three buses were involwd m traffic ~co-
dents last year when other vehJcles shd mto 
them while the buses were statiOnary, 
according to Smith. . 
"We'd rather not take the chance (of acCI-
dents] because we want to h.we the buses for 
good conditions," Srruth said. 
JMU also has a spec1fic procedure out-
lined to bnng in crews to kl>ep conditions on 
campus. as safe as poss1blc. . 
"When a weather system is approachtng, 
we keep dose tabs on it ... and have crews 
on duty ready to stay on past norm~l hours 
if necessary," Ted Pclika~, education and 
general service manager, sa1d 
With numerous JMU-owned vehickos at 
1ts disposal, Facilities Management is pre. 
pared to work around the clock to deal with 
winter weather. 
One of the prionbes for the department is 
to ensure access to JMU for emergency \'t.'hi-
clcs Dining Services and occupi~ build ing~ 
such as n.>sidcnce halls are also high on the 
priority list for attention, Pelikan said . . 
The department has 26 employt.'t.'S SJX.'Cift-
cally dt.•dicatcd to snow removal and man. 
agcmcnt that can be supplemented with an 
extra 100 personnel i! necessary. . 
Accordmg to Pehkan, the last hmc addi 
hon.ll pt.'Oplc were necessary was during th<' 
january 1996 bliLZard. 
TKE _________________________________________ _ 
continued from page 1 
nity, hosting events and induct-
ing members although they were 
not members of the national 
organization. -
Junior Shawn Sullivan, current 
TKE president, said the members 
of TI<E mductcd during this time 
thought they were joining a 
nahonal fraternity. 
"We were all rushed under 
fabe preteru.es," Sulhvdn sa1d. 
Durang Saturday's ceremony, 
Dean Perry, international din.>ctor 
for chapter development, colo-
nized the current members of 
TI<E. 
campus, but they won' t have full 
recognition through the Clubs 
and Organi1..ations Office until 
they have recognition from IFC ," 
Radchffe sa1d " But as of right 
now, no one has approached IFC 
and asked about attending week-
ly meetings." 
TKE will not participate in 
formal rush until lFC recognizt-s 
it, so 1t is not under the time con-
straints of the formal men's rush. 
f-ormal rush begins Jan. 26, but 
junior Mark Beagle said TKE 
rush began on Friday. 
Kristin Radcl1Hc, assistant 
director of the Madison 
Leadersh1p Center, sa1d TKE 
must go through a recognition 
process with the Inter-Fraternity 
Council and the Clubs and 
Organizations Office for JMU to 
recognize TK.E. 
"If we have 10-15 [new mem-
bers] by the end of the week, 
we' ll go ahead and induct them," 
Beagle said. "We may do another 
rush later on in the semester." 
Perry, who will stay in 
Harnsonburg through the begin-
ning of this week, is advising 
TKE on the fraternity's future . 
Perry is also responsible for 
advising three other new colomes 
around the country. He said he 
The TKE tratemJty brothers pose In front of their houM on SoUth Main 
Street this wee4<end as they celebrate their new colony sbltul. 
"They' ll get recognized to a 
point where they can reserve 
rooms and do tlungs like that on 
shares the brothers' enthusiasm 
and h1gh hopes for the future. 
" It is a total revitalization," 
Perry said "Whatever happened 
m the past is the past Th1s is a 
group of men who need to be 
based on the future!' 
Sullivan said, "We' re building 
a reputation, not resting on one 
We're hopmg for a lot." 
Identification _______________ _ 
continued from page 1 
cards and is often used as an identification 
number at many colleges, including JMU, 
the College of William & Mary, and Mary 
Washington College 
One problem with the use of social securi· 
ty numbers as identification numbers, how-
ever, is the chance that one's social secunty 
number could fall into the wrong h.mds, 
Weaver said. 
Speech communication and media arts 
and design professor Roger Soenksen said, 
"Hypothetically, what could happen if I got 
hold of sornconc's social security number, l 
could apply for a credit card, have it sent to 
a post office bo)(, run the bill up, and you 
wouldn't know until the first bill comes. 
"Also, with your social security number, 
people can get access to private information 
like debt and grades," he said. 'That's why 
people worry about social security num-
bers." 
Having socia l security numbers as JAC 
card numbers isn't a worry for some stu-
dents like sophomore Julieanna Mabbitt. 
"Security measures are good, but it doesn't 
seem like a big problem, so I'm not worried 
about it," she said. 
The prospect of private records being vio-
lated because of open social security num-
bers is a concern of some students, though. 
Sophomore jason Barrow said, "There is 
definitely a security risk. People can do any-
thing if they get your social security number 
-they can fmd out anything about you." 
Despite the potential for fraud, there is not 
a widespread movement to end the practice 
of using social securtty numbers at other 
Virginia schools Patt1 Burlt.'!iOn, the 10 office 
manager at W&M sa1d, "Everything at col· 
lege is geared to social St'Curity numbers: the 
library check-out system, door access. It was 
the way everything was set up and .,.,,. ilJ con-
tinue to be that way " 
Cathy Brooks, the informahon coordina· 
tor at MWC, said, "We went to the social 
security number system when we went 
online in 1978, and we haven't had any prob-
lems with it" 
At JMU, posting grades according to 
social security numbers is illegal. 
Consequently, many professors have devel-
oped their own methods of relaying grade 
information to their students 
Media arts and dcs1gn professor Charle, 
Turner said he takes three or four numbers 
from the middle of students' social security 
numbers so he can post grades without vio-
lating privacy laws. 
Music associate professor Larry Tynes 
doesn't use social ~rity numbers at aU. "1 
was told it wasn' t good to use social security 
numbers, so I arbitrarily assign people num-
bers," he said. 
Geograp~y associate professor fack 
Gentile docs use social security numbers 
because of his class size but said he wouldn' t 
if he had smaller classes. 
" I use scantron tests, and the computer 
program is set up to read student soc1al secu· 
rity numbers," he said. " I don't post gradl"S, I 
l ... mail them to my students instead." _ 
lf the social security number sy:;tcm IS 
climinatl>d at JMU, an integrated informa· 
tion system called PeopltSofl will be imple-
mented in ib place. 
P<'OJJlt•Soft wiU house student records and 
will be accessible by an assigned personal 
identification number, which will take the 
place of the social security number. 
Changing the system for aU students and fac-
ulty will cost a considerable amount of 
money and time. 
Reactions regarding the installation of the 
PeopltSoft system vary. Tynes said it sounds 
like another number to worry about. 
Weaver said," Anytime you take on some-
thing this large and extensive, it will be 
expensive. However, it's important because 
periOdically something like this becomes 
outdated and needs to be updated." 
Gentile would not be bothered by another 
sy:,tem - provided computing support can 
wnte a p rogram for the computer to read 
scantron sheets by the PtopleSoft number. 
Barrow said, "It's a_g_ood idea to have a 
more anonymous system." 
Movin' on up 
PETER HAGGAIITY/JI4jf photographtr 
Sophomore Ortn Bishop relaxes In his new sln&Je In Blue Rlctce H.,l. The residence hal opened 
last weekend to IICCOmmOdate atudentl who h•d been living In temporary or OYetCrowdecl 
houlln&- The buRdlnl Ia located on University Boulevard .croaa from Prtce Club. 
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Committee plans. 
to revamp student 
orientation in '98 
by Joelle Ba.rtoe 
senior writer 
Every freshman class spends its first few days at JMU with map m 
hand, looking losl An improved freshman orientation program and 
new Student Success Center may make the JMU community more 
accessible. 
Execution of a proposal to revamp freshman orientation as it stands 
should begin by the summer of 1998, said Randy Mitchell, acting asso-
ciate vice president for enroUment services and co-chair or the Student 
Success Core Committee.. 
Instead of orientation consisting of several different sessions over 
the summer, all inooming freshmen would move on campus early and 
experience orientation and registration together as a class, he said. 
"Our conclusion was if the orientation experience allows the stu-
dents to actually move on to campus before the other s tudents, it 
would, in effect. give them a head start," Mitchell saad. 
In addjtion to the traditional orientation activities and events, stu-
dents would be given more in-depth opportunities to learn about cam-
pus technology, resources and services, Mitchell said 
Marissa McCourry, student committee member, said giving fresh-
men several days of residential experience would help students under-
stand the campus better, and help build class unity. 
"We really see it as a chance to bring class unity and a sense of com-
"So many people here just float 
through JMU, not taking advantage of 
the services and opportunities. 
[Students] often get lost in the muddle 
of things and somehow cross the stage." 
M~McCourry 
studenl comminec member 
munity to the whole freshman-year experience," she said. 
Linda Cabe Halpern, dean of GeneraJ Education and co-chair of the 
Student Success Core Committee, said the idea to change orientation 
was an outcome of the committee ~ AUowing students to par-
ticipate in one large orientation would give students a sjgruficant edge 
before the fiJSt day of class. 
"As part of the student success project. we think it's really unpor-
tant that new students know what is available to them,,. she said. 
A Student Success Core Committee, chosen by ex~tive vice presi-
dent Unwood ROtSe and consisting of 12 faculty and three students, 
made the proposal for the changed orientation program and the 
StUdent Success Center the M;t week in December, MitcheU said. 
According MjtcheJJ, the proposed Student Success Center's goal 
would be to provide resources to assist students' transitions into, 
through and out of college. It would integrate academic, cal'l'('r and 
personal services in order to better serve student needs. Because the 
proposal is still in a preliminary state, details on the location of the cen-
ter are unavailable. 
'1 think (the Student Success Center) is going to heJp students make 
sense out of their time here, and that's going to make them more suc-
cessful,,. Mitchell said 
"'The idea we have is to reuse existing people and facilities, but to 
create better connections,,. Mitmell said 
Rose looked at the Student Success Center proposal and according 
to MitcheD, Rose is excited about the ideas. Milche.LI said he is unsure 
when further planning will begin for the Student St.accesgCenter. 
Halpern said this new orientation program and the Student Success 
Center would assist students in their process of choosmg a major and 
finding their place at jMU. By connecting many of the student services, 
Halpern said she hopes JMU will continue to have the reputation of a 
large university that feels like a small school. 
-ro do that in the context. of a growing student body may mean 
rethinking the way we do certain thinw; in order to maintain that idea 
of treating students as individuals,,. she said 
McCourry said as a student she has seen first hand how many stu-
dents do not take advantage of the resources available to them. 
"'So many people here just float through JMU, not taking advantage 
of the services and opportunities," she said. "(Students] often get lost 
in the muddle of things and somehow 0"05S the stage." 1 
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National study ranks JMU in top 15 7Wo new programs 
~ •t . t• •t• planned for CISAT •Or communi y serVICe ac lVI leS c!'!t~i:_!:!==-er ~ 
director of the Madison ln response to the growing demand for by Matt Ducker 
contributing turiter 
JMU students were 
recognized as some of the most 
dedicated and caring when Who 
Cares magazine recently ranked 
JMU among the top 15 colleges 
in the nation for community 
service. 
Schools that_are 
mak1ng a difference:* 
Leadership Center, the Center occupational therapists, a new occupational 
reacted with enthusiasm and therapy program as well as a physician 
provided both the appropriate assistant program will begin next fall for 
statistical information and the incoming students of the College of 
s tudent organizational contacts. lntegrat:ed Science and Technology James Madison University 
University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill) 
University of Michigan (Ann Arbor) 
Antioch College (Ohio) 
"I'm thrilled [with the study Currently, the Medical College of 
results1" Ward said. "It affirms Virginia and Shenandoah University are 
the best charactt-ristics of the the only U\Stitutions that offer occupational 
James Madison student." therapy in Virginia. There are no 
This recognition is the 
completion of a long Jist of 
honors presented to JMU 
witrun the past year, according 
to Fred Hilton, director of 
media relations. This list 
includes citations for the 
school's academic standards, its 
safety and its support of 
minority interests. 
Ohio Wesleyan University 
Hampshire College (Massachusettes) 
WatTen Wilson College (North Carolina) 
DePauw University (Indiana) 
University of Rochester (New Yolk) 
cOrnell University (New ~rid 
Bel88 College (Kentucky) 
Ma!Quette University (Wisconsin) 
Walla Walla College (Washington) 
Humbolt State University (Califomla) 
Characteristics, Ward noted, accredited programs for physician 
that involve much more than a assistants in the Commonwealth of 
simple shuffling of time and Virginia. JMU will be the first to have both 
credit hours. "It's about programs. 
attitude," he said . "About Lisa Owens, president of the Pre-
~ knowing that that's important." Occupational Therapy Society, said, "It is 
d It is this same attitude, way pas t time JMU s tarted an 0/T 
according to Rick Harris, the program. There is a growing demand for 
coordinator of Community it, and it is a wonderful opportumty for 
Servic~Leaming, that drew just prospective students to get involved in 
under 700 individual students occupational therapy." "This (study] recognizes that 
JMU places a high priority on 
non<ognitive learning ... out-
of-the-classroom learning," he 
Wesleyan University (Conneticut) 
"schools are n« ranked to the Center last year - not Occupational therapy is a marketable 
including the many organ- profession, but there are only a limited 
said. 
This was Who Cares magazine's first "Guide to Campuses 
Where You Can Make a Difference." The magazine's subscribers 
are people involved In community service, social work and 
votunteerism, according to a Media Relations press release. 
Who Carts noted that roughly 64 percent of JMU students are 
involved in community service in some way and that 21 percent 
are involved in activist groups. Th.is places JMU in the company of 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the University of 
Michigan at~ Arbor, Antioch College in Yellow Sprinft', Ohio, 
and Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y. 
The magazine selected fifteen schools from an initial range of 
3,000-4,(XX) colleges and universities and broke them down by the 
Campus Outreach Opportunity League (COOL), the Princeton 
Review's GuUk to Making a Differenre, Mother J~'s listing of top 
activi$t schools, and Internet and library research, according to a 
press release. 
When the list reached 80 poteJltial candidates for the top 
community service schools in the nation, Who Oms contacted the 
JMU Madison Leadership Center to see if the Center was 
intetested in pa.rtidpating in the survey. According to Lee Ward, 
EMILY CfULDRF.SSigraph1cudllnr izations whose efforts are not number of programs throughout the 
kept on record by the Center country, said Rob Koslow, professor of 
'We encourage students to step out of the cojnfort zone," he kinesiology and head of the Pre-
said, citing the Center for its short but noted history in helping Occupational Therapy Society. Acceptance 
weave community involvement and the classrclom experience. into a program is competitive 
Many st4dents, he said, come to college witjl a history of 
community service, and JMU helps those will in~ students make 
the connection through the Center and the man¥ other student 
orgAnizations that help support the surrounding (ommunity. 
A few ~oups mentioned in the article and byl Harris for their 
contributions to JMU's recognition are Amnesty International, 
EARTH, Habitat for Humanity, Catholic Ca1Jlpus Ministry, 
NAACP, Presbyterian Campus Ministry, mostlfratemities and 
sororities on campus and the Students for Min~rity Outreach. It 
. was the work of these organizations, a numQer of individual 
volunteers, graduate information, short-answer essays, telephone 
interviews and descriptions of actual community activities that 
enabled the study to come to its conclusion. 
'1 was proud," said senior Danielle Bridgeforth of Alpha Kappa 
Alpha Sorority, Incorporated, a sorority mentioned by Harris as 
particularly active in community service. "'t gives us incentive to 
keep doing what we're doing." 
11
/t is way past time JMU 
started an orr program. • • II 
Lisa Owens 
Occupational Therapy Society pre$tdcnt 
According to Sacha Ostroff, a junior 
health science major at JMU, two years ago 
there were about 120 applicants for only 24 
openings in the 0/T program at MCV. 
The new program at JMU will give more 
students the opportunity to major in 
occupational therapy. 
COCL alleviates off~campus woes 
Each program will be a typicaJ four-year 
program leading to a B.S. degree. 
According to Koslow, students in the 
program will be health science majors. 
Incoming students will be admitted into 
the p~ / T program. Applications for the 
clinical aspect of the program will be 
accepted in 1998, but the program itself 
will begin in 1999. Admission to this part 
of the program will be highly competitive 
because the program will be small, 
allowing only about 30 students per class, 
Koslow said. 
by John Guvin 
contributing writer 
Students who move off campus may ... 
have to deal with issues they didn't 
encounter in a residence hall -the Center 
Off-Campus Uvins is here to help. 
"We encounge both commuteJS and 
students planning on living off campus to 
come down and look at all the services we 
provide," said Ginger Mullins, COCL's 
fiscal assistant and UDAP specialist. 
COCL, located in Taylor Hall, nn. 102. 
consists of three full-time staff members 
and four student assistants. The office 
offers a Utility DeJfosit Assistance 
Program, lease advising, sublease 
contracts, and available housing listings. 
UDAP can save full-time off-campus 
residents in good standing from paying a 
$D) deposit when hoolcing up utilities. A 
student just pays a $20 non-refundable fee 
to the cashier in Wilson Hall or COCL and 
completes a UDAP contract. In doing so, 
the university underwrites the student's 
de}>osits for the Harrisonburg Electric 
Commission, City of Harrisonburg Water 
Department, Commonwealth Gas, 
Virginia Power and Shenandoah Valley 
Electric Cooperative. 
In addition, COCL offers Landlord/ 
Tenant Mediation in cases of 
disagreements over plumbing, 
wasner I dryer repair and other potential 
areas of disagreement. The center trains 
two students as conununity coordinators 
to settle disputes. This semester, the center 
has mediated about 75 cases. The most 
common complaint is a landlord's failure 
to return security deposits within the 30-
day time frame. 
'1t helps when students feel they're 
being judged by their peers and not a 40-
year-old who can't relate, H Mullins said. 
One of the most crucial services is a 
hoUsing listing that contains the names of 
students who already have housing and 
need roommates, apartment complex 
rentals and privately owned rentals. 
Sean Pugh, housing specialist, 
suggested, "Look for housing early and 
often ... don't wait until the last minute." 
Students who have gone to COCL for 
help haye found assistance and advice. 
'1 came to COCL because I'm going to 
live off campus next year, and I wanted to 
see which apartment complex was the 
cheapest," said freshman Andrew 
Thomas. 'The staff was very helpful and I 
found all the information I needed ." 
Sophomore Todd Davis also plans to 
live off campus next ye-ar "They [COCL] 
have all the information you need," he 
said. "It makes the whole process a lot 
easier." 
According to COCL, ?0 percent of off-
campus students share expenses with 
their roommates and pay between $200-
$300 a month in rent. about $30 a month 
per person on utilities and on average $45-
$80 per month on groceries. 
When looking for a place to Jive, the 
center suggests a student consider living 
expenses, location, condition of the 
apartment or house and careful 
examination of the lease. 
"There's so much involved in living off 
campus that a person who is used to 
living in a donn is not aware of, such as 
utilities, groceries, transportation and 
dealing with maintenance," Pugh said. 
'We try to make it easier to adjust." 
The 1997 Housing Guide, which offers 
a listing of apartment complexes, 
transportation information, and private 
owner listings, are available in the COCL 
COCL is open 7:30 a .m. -11 p .m. 
Monday-Wednesday, 7:30 a.m.-noon 
Thursday and Friday, 9 a .m. -noon 
Saturday and 10-11 a.m. Sunday. 
The recruitment process for a new 
director for the programs has begun, and 
he or she will be in position by th~ 
beginning of next faiJ, Koslow said. The 
director will be in charge of determining 
admissions policies for incoming and 
current students. 
According to Koslow, two separate 
studies in both 1992 and 1995 were 
conducted by the department of health 
science to determine whether an 
occupational therapy program would be 
benefidaJ to JMU. The studies determined 
that both programs would be valuable. 
Because expenses vary from school to 
school, it will be hard to determine how 
much the programs will cost, but JMU 
already offers many of the course 
prerequisites and has faculty available, 
which will cut down on expenses. "Costs 
will be minimal and absorbed by the 
internal monies we already have," Koslow 
said. JMU did not ask the state for funding. 
I 
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That's right, we need you to help us expand 
BreezeNet. We need people to write html documents, 
design graphics and come up with new ideas. 
Experience is a plus but not necessary. Everyone is welcome, 
and training will be prov1ded for those who need it. Just stop 
by The Breeze, in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, Sunday 
or Wednesday nights at 10 p.m. For more mfo, contact Roger 
Wollenberg at x6127 or send e-mail to tl1e_breeze®jmu.edu. 
ltttp:llbreeze.jmu.edu 
.. 
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OUKE 
OAYS 
O-N DAY 13 
e Science Fiction Fantasy Guild meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 404, 7 p.m. 
e Freshman class council meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 
8:30p.m. . 
e First Right meetin~ Taylor Hall, rm. 305, 9 p.m. 
!TUESDAY 141 
e EQUAL mt>eting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311,5 p.m. 
e Circle K meeting, Taylor HaU, rm. 306,5:45 p.m. 
e AED National Premedical Society meeting, Burruss 
HaU, nn. 31, 7 p.m. 
e Psychology Club meet:ing, Maury Hall, rm. 101, 7 p.m 
Details: Heather, x5942. . 
e Pre-Law Society meeting, Maury I lall, nn. G·S, 7 p.m. 
e "The Exorcist," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall 
1neatre, 7 and 9:30p.m., $2. 
• CoUege Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 
7:30 p.m. Details: Jason, xm6. 
!WEDNESDAY 151 
e Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 
5 p .m. · 
e Outing Club meeting, Keezel1 Hall, rm. 105, 6:30 p.m. 
e "The Exorcist," sponsored by UPB, Crafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 7 and 9:30p.m., $2. 
e Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 7:30p.m. 
e Music: Noah McLaughlin, Taylor Down Under stage, 
7:30-9:30 p.m. 
e Delta Sigma Pi meeting, Warren Hall, Highlands 
Room, 8-10 p.m. Details: Aaron, 564-1545. 
e Phi Chi Theta executive meeting, Zane Showker Hall, 
rm. G-3, 9:15 p.m. 
!THURSDAY 161 
• EARTI-1 meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 5 p.m. 
• Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship, 
Baptist Student Center, 5:30p.m. 
e Fellowship dinner and New Life Singers, Wesley 
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490. 
e Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall 
lobby, 6 p.m. 1 
e Young Democratic Socialists meeting and movie: 
"Roger and Me," Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 6 p.m. Details: 
Michael, x5143. 
• "Trees Lounge," sponsored by UPB, Crafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 7 and 9:30p.m., $2. 
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 
8 p.m. Details, Shallcma or LaTaya, x7746. 
• Campus Crusade for Christ meeting, Miller Hall, 
rm. 101,8 p.m. 
• Music: Shades of Blue, Taylor Down Under stage, 
8-lOp.m. 
• Delta Sigma Pi meeting, Warren I fall, Highlands 
Room, 8-10 p.m. Details: Aaron,564-1545. 
--
Send Duke Days lnfonnatlon 
In wrtttn« 
to Paula Finkelstein, 
Assistant News Editor, 
The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall, 
drop It off at The Breeze office 
or fax It to 568-6738. 
lnfonnatlon Is run on a apac.e-avallabfe basis. 
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Elvis sighted In safe deposit box of 
Arkansas chapter of TKE fraternity 
JONESBORO, Ark. - Three members of a struggling 
fraternity turned up a hunka-hunka rock 'n' roll history 
when they drilled open a neglected safe deposit box. 
The signature of Elvis Presley appears on a member-
ship scroU for Tau Kappa Epsilon, which made the King 
an honorary member on Oct. 24, 1960. 
Presley scrawled the signa ture wi th his left hand 
because he broke a finger on his right hand playing touch 
football earlier that day. 
"It may be the only left-handed signature he ever 
wrote,'' fraternity member Shawn Mangrum said 
Thursday, the day the box was opened - one day after 
Presley's birthday. 
With the scroll were several photographs of Presley 
and fraternity members, taken at his Memphis, TeM., 
mansion, Graceland, where the members presented him 
with his honorary membership. 
The lock box's existence had long been known to some 
members of the Arkansas State University chapter of Tau 
Kappa Epsilon. It had been neglected as the chapter 
weathered hard times in the early 1990s and even 
disbanded for a time in 1993. 
"We kept getting a bill [for the safe-deposit box] from 
Boatmen's Bank, with the account number on it, but there 
wasn't a key," Mangrum said. 
Mangrum and two fellow Tekes couldn't find a key. 
The bank said they could driU the box open if they could 
prove it was theirs. The drilling cost $70. 
Documents inside related now the chapter offered 
Presley, as a famous Southerner, an honorary 
memb~rship, and the hip-swiveling singer invited 
members to Crace land to make the presentation. 
- AP/newsfinder news service 
. ~~' 









G.G. SMITH/IIaff arti\t 
State official to toughen penalties 
for Illegal prescription of narcotics 
RJCHMOND - Doctors and pharmacists who dre 
prone to iJJegally prescribe and dispense narcotics know 
just how far they can go. 
Undercover police officers say they often have no 
trouble getting moderate-st rength painl..illcrs and 
tranquilizers illegally because the offense is a 
misdemeanor, and a rarely prosecuted one at that. 
But when they try to get more powerful drugs like the 
pain.kiUer Dilaudid, wary doctors and druggists know it's 
a felony and the risk is not worth taking. 
That is why WiJijam R. BesS believes the state should 
toughen penalties for illegal distribution of the more 
moderate-strength prescription d rugs. Bess head& the 
Virginja State Police unit that combats such activity. 
He has found an ally in a legislative subcommittee 
studying chronic, acute and cancer pam management. 
The panel has agreed to sponsor legislation making illegal 
distribution of Schedule 3 and 4 drugs a felony instead of 
a misdemeanor 
Schedule 3 and 4 narcotics are those with moderate 
potential for abuse, including Valium, Xa nax and 
Vicodln, the painkiller that landed Green Bay Packers 
quarterback Brett Favre in a rehab clinic last summer. 
Fraudulent distribution of stronger Schedule l and 2 
drugs already ~ a felony, punishable by up to five years 
in prison The maximum sentence for illegally prescribing 
or selling Schedule 3 and 4 drugs is a year in jail, but 
those cases are rarely prosecuted, Bess said. 
Because the risk is low and there is money to be made, 
he said, some doctors and pharmacists are willing to 
peddle "the threes and fours" to people who either abuse 
the drugs or sell them on the street. 
-AP/newsfinder news service 
.. , coming soon to The 
• News: New building for school of media arts and design may be tn the works 
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Attend a 
A. I ' ~ I I I ! I I 
Participation is rcgulrccl at one 
of the following workshops: 
All workshops held in Taylor 303 
JAI\JCAAR~ 23Rv 10:45-11:45 am 
orl-4pm 




Sign up in TAYLOR ~05 
The Madison Leadership Center 
It Pa~ To Discover! Use Your Discover Card And Save Up 
To ~251 To Apply For A Card. Calll-8'00-ri'-PAYS-TO 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise $279 
g days • All Meals • Free Parties • Includes Taxes 
Cancun $399 
7 Nights • Air • Hotel • Save $ISO on Food & Drinks 
Jamaica $419 
7 Nights • Air • Hotel • Save $ISO on Food & Drinks 
Florida $n9 
7 Nights • Panama City, Daytona & Cocoa Beach 
Spring Break Travel- Our lOth Year! 
1-800-67Z-6386 
, 
$3.00 off a ne~ prescription 
with th1s ad 
[VISA 1 HOURS M-F 8:30-6:00 
434_2372 Sat 9:00-12:00 . 434~8650 
· 1021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Bes1de JM s) 
Do 
sOme-thin DIRTY 
To ay ... 
I 
Vrcomt"S £vmtt at1b Dub~• 
January JS 
Summer Abroad Fair! 
Noon to 3 p.m. 
Highlands Room 
January 17 
NSEP application deadline 
1 (a national study abroad scholarship) 
January 20 




Study Abroad in Latin America 
Information Night 1 
4:30- 6:00 p.m. 
Taylor 304 
February 1 
Study Abroad applications DUE! I ! I 
Deadline for all JMU Summer '97, 
~ Fall ~91, and•Spring '98 progr&l115! W#.lt 
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Norfolk may soon house . 
NHL expansion team 
AP/newsfinder 
news srrt,icl' 
when Shinn backed orr a pn.>viOU.'> detJie to • 
be the operator of the arena and agreed to be 
a tenant. 
NORfOLK- They went down to the "That helped a great deal," Norfolk 
wire, but th(' Hampton Roads Partnt'rship Mayor PauJ Fraim said. 
and George Shinn hJH reached an As the site, Norfolk would p<l}' for the 
agreement for a $143 million arena th.lt land and infrastructure costs, project )(~.1ders 
could be home to a National Hockey League b<lid 
team in I Iampton Roads. Another $30 million would coml• from 
The c'lgrcement, reachl•d Thursday, naming and concessionaire righb, ilnd tht> 
requires that Shinn fir.-t succeed in hi!. bid to rem.lining $113 milliun would bt' fin.1nced 
secure an NJ IL expan~ion t~am. Once that thl\>ugh ~and 30-yt•ar bondc; i!->. . .. \.k-d b} lht 
happens, the rewon'c; IS largest junsdictions Hampton Ro.1ds Sport<; Authoril) nw dti~ 
would be asked to help fund the 20,0CO-scat and counti~ each v.~ll be askL>d to PiiY $1.50 
arena. per res1dent annually for the llff.' of the 30-
The deal came just five days before Shinn year bond, Fraim said. 
is to make his formal pitch for a team to • The bonds would be repaid with $4.8 
NHl owners in New York. Already the million annually in state and local taxes 
owner of the NBA's Charlotte Hornets, generated at the arena, Shinn 's rental 
Shinn sa1d the arena deal improves payments, $2.3 million provided by the 
Hampton Roads' application region's dbes and counties and $700,000 in 
'1 am very, very excited aOOut it." he said other arena revenues. 
of the deal '1 think our chances of getting a Shinn would s1gn a 30-year lease 
teamhavegreatlymuJtiplied." requiring him to pay $1 million 1n rent 
Shinn's group is one of nine expected to annually for 43 hockey dates. t Je also would 
apply for an expansion team. The NHL is receive all luxury-suite revenue, all parkmg 
expected to choose between two and four from lots adjacent to the arena,'' share of 
cities in March. concessions to be negotiated and an as-yet 
The arena would be built in downtown undetermined portion of the nammg rights. 
Norfolk site yet to be picked. The team, A l,(XXkar parking garage would be built 
nicknamed the Rhinos, would hold its next to the arena by lhecity. 
practi<:t5 at Scope. 'This is the best, most-<:ompetitive lease 
Design and construction of the facility b we could have put tqgether to advance our 
expected to take at least 2-1 /2 years, so the chances to land a franchise," Shinn said. 
arena would not be completed until 1999 at "I think it's fair to everyone concerned,'' 
the earliest. Shinn f>tlid. "I can't wait to get up to New 
A breakthrough in the discussions came York" 
Su»1»1er Stubl-f Abroab Progra»1 
Not sure what you want to do this summer? 
Need to take classes, but don't want to stay at JMU? 
Then ... GO ABROAD! 
The JMU Office of International Education is offering students the opportunity 
of studying on three different continents this s~mmerT! ! A wide range of courses 
are available, depending on what program you are interested in. To find out 
what is available for you, come to the Office of International 
Education in Paul Street House or stop by the Summer Study 
Abroad Fair next Wednesday. The application deadline for 
Summer '97 programs is February 1. 
Don't miss your chance to GO ABROAD!!!! 
......... 
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Fledgling system rated harshly 
There ib nothing wrong with your television to the implementation of the system, parents' set. The smaU black and white box that only choice was the expensive V-chip option. appears at the top, left-hand comer of the While the six-category system may be vague at 
c;crecn at the beginning of all shows is the result the moment, the project is still only in its 
of a voluntary effort by the television industry primary stage. 
to help parents judge the appropriateness of a Currently, the system consists of TV-Y, 
program's content for their children. The swtable for children of all ages, TV-Y7, suitable 
system, which went into effect Jan. 1, is far from for children age 7 and older, TV-G, suitable for 
perfect, but the initiative taken by u all audiences, TV-PG, parental 
broadcasters will aide those who Parents .. . should guidance suggested, TV-14, 
choose to uc;e the ratings. . h inappropriate for children under 
However, concern has risen, recognzze t at any 14 and TV-M, for mature 
especially among parents, about rating system serves au~ie!'ces ~nly. Viewers ~ot 
the inconsistency of ratings of sahsfted wtth the standmg 
similar programs on different them better than no categories demand ratings that 
networks. One example, offered rating system Like a~e more specific about levels of 
by The Washington Post in a Jan. . • v Lolence, rough language or 
11 article, is CBS's rating of "Late any educatlOna[ sexual themes. 
Night With David Letterman" as t l 't ·u d As it stands though, the system 
TV-PG and NBC's rating of the 00 , l Wl. ne,~ serves as a legi~mate guide for 
similar "Tomght Show With Jay fine-tuning. program censonng by parents. 
Leno" as TV-14. Each show is rated by its network 
This discrepancy is most easily explained by " to reflect the content of each episode." 
the fact that networks rate their own shows Parents who employ the ratings are probably 
based on the provided guidelines. In the Post already concerned about what their chi ldren are 
article, communications professor Dale Kunkel watching, and they may already actively 
of the University of Cahfomia at Santa Barbara monitor their children's viewing habits. Parents 
sa1d, '' It's hard to get consistency when you who don't regularly monitor their children's 
don't have much detail in the guidelines." television viewing may not be affected. 
Decker Anstrom, head of the National Cable The rating system is not hurting anything or 
Television Association, said, "We're inventing anyone. It may not be flawless yet, but it's better 
this (the system] as we go along." • than the alternative, which is nothing. 
Parents feel the same way, but they should 
recognize that any rating system serves them 
better than uo rating system. Like any 
educational tool, it will need fine-tuning. Prior 
Editorial Polil·,· 
------------
Tire lzouse editorial reflects t!te opinion of the 
editorial board wlrich consists of the editor, managing 
editur and the opiuion editors. 
Dan ... 
A "recognize starting material" dart to Lefty 
Driesell for not playing Ryan Culicerto for 40 
minutes in each game. 
Sefll in by the Frederikson fans who know talent 
uhen they see it. 
Pat ... 
A "Fro!ity-the-musclebound-snowman'' pat to the 
owner of a white Explorer for baJling two chilly 
ladies and n blue Volvo out of an icy mess in Z-lot 
Friday. 
Sem in b}' moo girls who aren ~ offended by 
chivalry. 
Dan ... 
A "skating-rink" dart to the lazy-assed residents of 
South Main Street who were too w1mpy to brave the 
elements and shovel the snow and ice off their 
sidewalks last week. 
Sent in by a student who would've called 
Chandler. Franklin and O'Brymz if he'd actually 
taken a spill. 
Pat ... 
A "huge-thank-you" pat to the Community 
Service-Learning students who volunteered a 
considerable amount of time, energy and enthusiasm 
for the ARC on Dec. II . We could never have been 
ready for our Holiday Auction without your help. 
Sem in by the Executive Director of the 
A.uoctatiotl for Retarded Citi:.ens-
H a rrlSfmbu rg/Rockingham. 
Dan ... 
I 
A "give-me-a-why?" dart to whomever decided to 
create the JMU cheerleader Barbie-like doll sold at 
the JMU Bookstore. With so many groups on 
campus, couldn't a larger or more encompassing 
group have been chosen? 
Sem in by studems who would prefer a JMU 
swdent, Greek or other sport dell. 
Pat ..• 
A "keep-on-dancin' " pat to the student putting 
fonh the fall student dance performances. You draw 
a crowd! Next year, go for a bigger room. · 
Sent in by an appreciative observer who thinks 
standmg room only is g"at but prefus sitting(Jown. 
• 
OP/ED 
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Accents spice America's cultural stew 
Language, perhaps the most crucial cultural element, 
remains a burning issue in late 20th-century America. 
The argument over whether or not English should 
~orne the country's national language has raged for 
qu1t~ .awhile. The linguistic issue has agitated the 
sensttive nerves of nationalism, multiculturalism and 
radc;m 
re5taurants, or in the middle of the day on Sundays, or 
on ~al occasions like Christmas and Thanksgiving. I 
laugh inside when my colleagues here at 71te Breeu refer 
to the humble pizza we eat on production nights as 
dinner. To me, that's merely supper. 
My vernacular traits don' t entirely disappear while 
I'm away at school, as I'm made painfully aware by the 
derision of friends People who know me get a good 
chuckle from the way I say "donkey"- to me it rhymes 
with "monkey"(they're speUed the same way, after all). 
My version of "water" that sounds like "wutter" is 
apparently humorous also. But largely, 1 trunk I'm able 
to speak bland, unaccented "standard American 
English" (whatever that is). 
that is singular in the world, that common culture is 
divided up into . many discrete sub-cultu res. 
Regionalism still plays an important role in the United 
States. Most Southerners would agree that they .ue 
different from the inhabitants of the land north of the 
Mason-Dixon Line, and vice-versa. 
But America's language difficulties are not confined 
to a s;mple matter of English versus other tongues. 
Rather, as the emergence of the debate about Ebonies 
shows, American English is affected by its own Tower of 
Babel that generates communication barriers among 
O?ti~e ~gli.c;h speakers. Ebonies, a teun applied to the 
dJStinctive s~"'Ch of some black Americans, has been 
recognized by the Oakland, Calif., school board as a 
legitimate dialect, and the school system plans to use it 
as a tool to teach standard English to children who 
speak the dialect. 
Likewise, the uptight conservatism of the F..1st Coast 
is the oppa;ite of the West Coast's relaxed, progressive 
attitude. One could continue to break down lntra-
Amcrk.m cultural differences ad mjimlum. For heaven's 
sake, we evE'n draw distinctions between the prevalent 
habits of residents of neighboring counhes or different 
sections of the same town. 
l've noticed, too, thilt the accents of people from other 
areas tend to fade as the semester progres.."CS. Indeed, 
most college-aged people Jack a pronounced accent to 
begin with. The language of the TV generation, under 
the ~ass media 's heavy influence, ha become 
According to muhiculturalism, diversity is what 
makes America great. On those grounds, I have to 
s upport the preservation of dialects and accents 
Therefore, I think I'U eat supper this evening. 
• homogenized to the point most people speak the boring 
lingo of news anchors. 
Gregory A. Froom is a senior intenraliotral affairs and 
Cmnnn double major wJw is not ashnmed of his Valley roots. 
Weltanschauung 
- Gregory A. Froom 
Becau.c;e J am neither a linguist, nor an educator, nor 
the parent of child who speaks Ebonies, I will not tread 
into the perilous minefield of debate on the educational 
validity of that language. The issue, however, has 
prompted me to consider the various dialects and 
accents heard in the United States and their decline. 
Removed from JMU's mixing bowl of regional 
accents during the recent break, I became aware that I 
had reverted to speaking the Shenandoah Valley dialect 
of my native Winchester. I found myself pronouncing 
"yeUow piJJow" like "yella pilla" and referring to the 
evening meal as "supper" instead of "dinner." 
Growing up, dinner was a meal eaten only in 
Many Americans who do speak a dtalect or have an 
accent feel their speech hinders their chances for success 
in careers and are seeking to lose their lingual 
distinctions. People from Atlanta to New York and 
Boston are filling classrooms to team how to conform to 
the standard language propagated by the me<ha. 
As a society, we have become conditioned to regard 
people who speak with an accent as provincial .1nd 
somewhat mentally deficient. I must admit that my 
knee-jerk rea<;tion to someone who speaks with an East 
Tennessee twang or the unrefined harshnes::. of New 
York City c;peech is to estimate their intellectuol 
competence quite lowly. 
Yet the loss of such distinctive speech patterns is 
nothing short of a cultural catastrophe, as accents and 
dialects reflect the rich diversity of this country's unique 
heritage. Somehow the multicuJturaJ movement has 
neglected regional differences by focusing solely on 
racial and ethnic distinctions 
While all Americans share an overarching culture 
Dining Services· copes with complex problems 
The purpose of this column is to inform 
the JMU student body of the current 
situation with campus Dining Services. We 
are a group of five students who have 
undertaken the task of researching and 
surveying the dining options offered here 
at the university. 
After surveying more than 200 students 
on campus, we discovered an 
overwhelming degree of dissatisfaction 
with overctowding, hours of operation 
and punching opportunities at dining 
facilities. Our Intended purpose and goal 
was to learn the problem areas with which 
the student body is concerned, and make 
the university aware of them 
Upon analyzing ow collected data and 
,$implifying the areas on which to focus, 
we interviewed David Morretti, director of 
marketing services for Dining Services. We 
entered the interview anxious and 
prepared with several exciting suggestions 
for improvement along with ow research 
results. Unfortunately, after completing 
the interview, we realized the complexity 
and limited available resowCE;S accessible 
to Dining Services. We were Wormed in 
detail of the current situation with 
punches, hours of opera tion, over-
crowding, facilities and future plans. 
Due to the magnitude and importance 
of the information we obtained through 
our experience, we feel it is imperative to 
.auwb ~tul\ll. ;, ,!) ~'<-\ lllf tw• '~ 1 t \ 1 
raise awareness among those students Dukes' hours of operation end at 8 p.m. on 
who are dissatisfied and concerned with Friday and Saturday is because only about 
the status of JMU Dining Service 100 students use the facility between 8 
operations. Our aim is to bring about a p.m. and 10 p.m. Those nights, therefore, it 
better understanding between the Dining_ costs too much for operation. Door 4 Subs 
Services management and students and lakeside ~xpress are more productive 
attending JMU. than Dukes. 
1be first area to address is the famous, As far as 0-hall is concerned, Sunday 
beloved double punch. This was a bonus brunch has been extended until 3 p.m.; 
added to dining plans to allow more however, the Dukes punch system with 
convenience for students. As it stands registers make it too hard to open before 4 
now, many students do not use the total p.m. There would only be an hour's worth 
number of.-----------~------.. of bus-•ness 
punches avail- ~ I before th~ click-
able each week. Guest Column over penod for 
Because Dining punches would 
Services has change. 
acknowledged The third 
this fact, costs are actually based on the category of importance is overcrowding. 
average number that most students use. The bottom line is that JMU does not have 
For example, a 19-meal plan holder really any more space. Crowding usually is only 
payp for 14 meals, and a 14-meal plan a problem for about the first three weeks of 
holeier pays for 12 meals. The original classes, and then aft~r students adjust to 
punch system was based on 0-hall, but their schedules, it is less of a problem. In 
more recently, Dining Servjces has shifted fact, crowding is actuaJiy seen as being 
to Dining Dollars in addition to punches to "hyped up." 
accommodate student demand for In reality, there are only a few hundred 
freedom of choice. There was a definite extra people this year, and there has 
expression that Dining Services jntended always been, and there always will ~e, 
to keep punches to ensure the opportunity confusion during the first couple of weeks 
for complete, healthy meals. of school when everyone is trying to figure 
Hours of operation are the second main out what to do. Now that Let's Go has 
area of concern. Part of the reason P.C. moved to Entrance 1, D-hall has its extra 
'I ~1'\l l .. ,'-tr" 'l4a" & •'"" " " 
room back, and Market One will bave its 
own space this semester. 
Another p<>lnt of concern is the number 
and type of facilities, which is a system 
based on balance. Some plates make 
money, wnile other lose money, equaling 
each other out. For instance, the 
Steakhouse loses a lot of money, while 
Door 4 makes money D·hall is also a 
money loser, while Dukes makes rnor\ey. 
A final area that we would like to 
highlight regards present and future plans 
for jMU Dining Services. Included in 
present plans are a phasing in of new 
operations to offer more variety, such as 
pizza delivery, Monday through Friday 8 
p.m. - 1 a.m., and the College of Integrated 
Science and Technology food court. There 
are also plans for a study of Dukes and a 
survey which will address meal plans. 
And so, we hope that we have fulfilled 
our goal in educating the students as to the 
problems that JMU Dining Services faces. 
They are trying their best to satisfy 
students' needs while confronting limited 
resources and space. 
Dena DeBellis, sophomore mass 
communicatiotr major; ]auine DeBellis, 
sophomore psychology major, Laureu 
Faustman, sophomore undeclared; Christy 
Lewis, sophomore psychology major; and 
Stephanie Wolf, sophomort undeclared. 
.. . 
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Let's Do It Again ... K~P 
Once More Around The Floor 
January 13 - 17 
Mon& Tues 
8 am -7:30pm 
Wed, Thurs, & Fri 
8 am - 5:30pm 
Textbooks & Course Materials 
At The Philli s Center 
We'll give you 
$150 to get 
your work 
Power Meclntoeh' 1400 
"iiiJ'iibti6iti R.iliii4~CD-RiW--------------------------------------15" ...,.,...,_., 
Now12A31 
done faster . 
• 
Check out Apple's Holiday S.vlngL 
~ M8clntotlit 7200 710 IJHzi/6MB RMIIJJCB/fJX aJ.//OW/5 ~~Now 11.- for a hmited tune, )'011 an sn2g a SI)O rtbate from ApPe Compwrwhen)'OU p.rcil&!t a Ma:u1as1t 
~ Mec:lntostt 7800 IJ2 A1Hri16MB RMI/I.JC/J/&' CD-RO.IV/5 " d#plln'IIIIJboind Now 12,1131 penuW tmlpultr and an ~Jmlt!)U5l make tnldcsb')Qlte&mJUc:anpuleriarund J*iup 
M8c:intotltt Performa' 82SIOCD IIJOMHliBJfB PAWIJC814iCJ).RO.IV/l dtflla)~'IIMIIf Now l1,n9 50111!cilhe lllOSI innOI-ai!Ye ltchnolosY in ellSte!tt Betler slill, ~ aMJC' ITIQilS I!IIJrCstuft' dooe 
Apple' Color StyleWrtW 21100 (41 lo 71(ltJ60 tlpl Now 13411 a ~'hole lot (a.stet Which shoold open up )001' sdledult Cor tht real important ~ Lib sleeplng. 
JMU Computer Program 
JMU 8ooUtore 
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JMU's PuddleDuck; they Play to Please 
by Jobn M. 'laylor 
smior writ~r 
PuddleDuck came back to 
Harrisonburg Thursday night 
anned with a lethal dase of new 
material to try out on the 
hometown crowd. 
The band, formerly of JMU 
and now based in Richmond, 
meshed its new material 
perfectly with the old stuff for the 
aowd at the Blue Foxx Caf~. The 
band members hit the stage at 
abou t 10:45 p.m., opening up 
with the crowd-pleasing "Best 
Things in Life," which was 
accompanied by som e of the 
worst lighting tn life. For 
whatever reason, the stage went 
completely dark during 
PuddleDuck's opening number, 
not that It slowed the band down 
~t all - within a few moments, 
the lights were back on, and 
PuddleDuck was still jamming. 
It's the seeming nonchalance 
with which PuddleDuck performs 
that's amazing. The band's sound 
1s clean, crisp and fun. There are 
no phony theatrics, there is no 
posturing, jumping, yelling or 
even movement. PuddleDuck 
doesn' t need it the 
performance alone is electrifying. 
The band 's s tage persona 
becomes even more ironic when 
the actions of the crowd are taken 
into account. PuddleDuck's fans 
never stop moving as they dance 
wildly with their hands in the air. 
It's quite possible the band 
members don' t even notice their 
eager fans. Dave "Gomer" 
Hedeman, the band's lead· singer 
and acoustic guitarist, seetned to 
be in a trance for most of the two-
and~a-half hour show, with closed 
eyes and bobbing head. 
The band's sound is 
reminiscent of the improvisational 
style of the Grateful Dead, Blues 
Traveler and Phish. When 
PuddleDuck is onstage, the 
influence of these three bands is 
heard, especially when the band 
begins jamming. For instance, no 
song on the first release, The Btst 
Things in Ufo, Jasts longer than six 
minutes ("Jimmy's Quest," the 
ALL PHOTOS BY KYLE BUSSI.Stmor photofrophtr 
(Above) Dave •oomer" Hedeman croons his way through another 
PuddleDuck &em Thunday at the Blue Fou· Cafe· . 
(Left) PuddleDuck'a baulst Michael Parker rocka out for the fans 
durlnc TtuadaJ evenlnp petformance. 
last song on the album, includes a 
hidden track which pushe4 its 
time to 11 minutes). 
But a t the show Thurs~:lay 
night, PuddleOuck turned;out 
quite a few lengthy numbei"S'that 
provided enough time to t.lke a 
bathroom break, and still have 
time to catch the band roc~g on 
the same song upon returfling. 
Three-minute numbers become 
seven-minute jam session~ - a 
frenzy of guitars and a steady 
drum beat manage to change but 
still stay recognizable as part of 
the originaJ song. 
PuddJeOuck's sound has 
changed very little over the two 
years since the release of the 
band's debut album, which is for 
the better. PuddleOuck played 
five or six songs off its first effort 
(most notably "My Friend Grim" 
and '1immy's Quest") Thursday, 
and the n ew material is very 
similar, with few surprises -
everything the band played 
Thursday night couJd have easily 
fit in on the first CO. One notable 
exception was the tune "Whiskey 
River," a fast-paced thriller that 
was dam close to sounding like a 
knee-slapping bluegrass diddy. 
PuddleDuck returns to the 
' Burg for another show in a 
couple weeks. Its second album 
should be available by early 
summer. 
Naughty versus Nice: Flynt vs. ·Falwell Part II 
by Jim 'Vea-' Terp 
Assi.stanJ /MIUres editor 
"Larry didn' t save the First 
Amendment, the First Amendment saved 
.him," said the Reverend Jerry Falwell 
~ay night on CNN's "Larry King Uve.'' 
In coordination with the national 
r.elease of Milos Forman's critically 
acclaimed docudrama, "The People vs. 
Larry Flynt," the primary characters of the 
real drama, porno-magnate Larry Flynt 
and religious leader Falwell, duked out 
their differences in front of a national TV 
audience. 
The source of the often unfocused TV 
debate stemmed from a 1983 ad placed in 
Flynt's Hustltr magazine parodying 
Campari liquors and FaJwell. 
Traditionally, the Campari liquor ads 
focused on a celebrity's "first time" ~on­
suming Campari liquor. Hustler's parody, 
featuring FaJwell, twisted the "first time" 
concept to give it explicit sexuaJ overtones. 
In the fabricated 11\terview, Falwell talks 
about having sex in an outhouse with his 
mother, while both are inebriated with 
Campari liquor 
As a result of the ad, Falwell sued 
Hustler magazine for the "intentional 
infliction of emotional distress.'' 
The ensuin le~l battle betweE-n 
Hustltr and Falwell, which went all the the most visually explicit adult magazines, 
way to the Supreme Court, raised ques~ FaJwell cautioned, "Hustltr is worse than 
tions about the protection of public figures anything I can think of . . . His [Flynt's] 
under the First Amendment free speech magazine will send you to Hell." 
clause. Ultimately, the Supreme Court Earlier Falwell expressed concern over 
ruled unanimousJy (8.(), Justice Kennedy the repercussions of the Hustltr v. Falwell 
did not vote) in favor of Hustler on ruling. 
February 24, 1988. "Before either one ol you, or us, is dead, 
JMU professor of speech communica- kiddie porn will be legal tender in this 
tion Roger Soenksen placed the Hustltr- country," FaJwelJ said. 
Falwell case in con---------------- Question over 
text. "It {Hustltr v. "Before either one of you, or pornography's place 
FalwelJ] is an impor· • • • • in society were raised 
tant ruling," us, IS dead, kiddU! porn Will be at various points 
Soenkson said. " It throughout the pro-
showed that parody legal tender in this country" gram, but no substan-
is a protected form Rev. Jerry Falwell tial debate occurred 
of speech." RdlgJous leader between the partici-
The discussio~----------...;;... ____ pants. Falwell at one 
mediated by IGng, examined questions point stated, "Pornography is responsible 
about pornography, the expected reper· for inciting many sex oimes.H When asked 
cussions of "The People vs. Larry Flynt," by King to. elaborate, Falwell said, "As a 
the First Amendment and Flynt's brief reti- pastor, in talking with those who have 
gious awakening during the late 1970s. In done these things [J ask them) 'How do 
a discussion that was occasionaUy friendJy, you get started?' they say, 'I got hooked on 
Flynt and Falwell touched on a wide-range pornography first.' " 
of topics without going into much depth. While Flynt and Pal well were posi-
Throughout much of the hour-long tioned in close physical proximity during 
program, FaJwell voiced a strong aversion the show, the ideological rift between the 
to Hustltr in particular and pornography two was evident throughout the segment. 
in genera.l. One briefly but heatedly debated topic 
Of Hustler, viewed by many as one of was Flynt's estranged daughter Tonya. 
I 
Falwell related Tonya Flynt's recent con-
version to Christianity and her allegations 
of sexual abuse at the hands of her father. 
Flynt dismissed the charges calling her a 
" lying littJe wacky." 
"I have three great daughters that t 
have a wonderful relationship with," Flynt 
added. 
'1'he People vs. Larry Flynt," the recent 
recipient of five Golden Globe nomina-
tions, has drawn praise for Forman (of 
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's NestN and 
"Amadeus" fame), but many critics worry 
about Flynt's portrayal as a First 
Amendment hero. King posed the ques-
tion to Flynt on Friday night. 
"I'm not on any kind of a quest for 
respectability," Flynt said. '1 like who I 
am, I'm proud of the things I've done, but 
I'm not trying to be accepted by the mass-
es." 
Also addressed in both the 6.lm and the 
talk show was Flynt's brief reUgious awak· 
ening during the 1970s. Flynt poo-pooed 
the question, attributing the conversion to 
his manic depressive moods. 
Falwell said many of his close friends 
felt Flynt's conversion to be genuine; how-
ever, when FaJweJJ pushed further, saying 
there was still hope for Flynt, Flynt 
rebuffed him. 
"1 think Jerry's full of it," Flynt said. 
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INTIMIDATED 
ABOUT LIVING OFF 
CAMPUS? 
COME SEE THE PROGRAM PRESENTED 
BY THE CENTER FOR OFF CAMPUS 
LIVING ABOUT THE DO'S AND DON'TS 
OF FINDING A NEW PLACE TO LIVE! 
1/14 Eagle HaJJ 
1/15 Weaver Hall 
1/16 Cleveland Hall 
l/l1 Logan Hall 
1/22 Hillside Hall 
1/28 Bell ~all 
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ProfC'~~ional Busuws~ l"ralcl'nily 
J aanaary, 1997 






Any questions call Mall or Shannon at X6071 
lnforn1ational Meetings in Zane Showker Hall 
Call Shalini with Questions 568-4858 
,..,.,~~ 
. Do you po es tl1e skills critical for sttccess in 
today's workforce? 
The Madison Leadership Center is offering three new programs this semester that can provide you w1th the skills and 
knowledge that will make you more marketable to potential employers and graduate schools. 




allows students to •explore• 
attitudes and styles 
associated with leadership 
by making connections 







exposes students to available 
computer applications and 
current leadership issues that 






enables students to gain 
new leadership knowledge 
and skills with respect to 
groups through 1n·depth 
study and practice 
Orientation and sign-ups will be held: 
Wednes~y, Jan. 22nd @ 
12:00 p.rn. & 7:00 p.m. 
in Taylor 405 
Thursday, Jan 23rd @ 
12:00 p.m. & 7:00 p.rn. 
in Taylor 40S 
• Class sizes are limited and sign-ups are on a first come, first serve basis. 
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Students' art shines in Zirkle House exhibit 
by Meredith Allen 
Haffwrittr 
Consistently, Zirkle House.displays 
artwork created by some of the most 
promising JMU artists. The exhibits opening 
tonight are no exception to this tradition. 
The New Image Gallery, one of the t:f'\ree 
exhibit rooms in Zirkle House, shows 
students' photographic work from spring 
semester's ART 455 class. Almost every 
student from the class is represented in the 
exhibit titled "Alternative Processes 
Photographs," which contains selections 
from different projects. 
'1t's a variety of successful pieces that 
deal with 19th- and 20th-century photo 
processes," Stev~ Zapton, professor of art 
• and art history, Sdid. Zapton teaches the 
class each spring semester. 
An unconventional approach to 
photography, the exhibit is comprised of 
relief and 3·0 pieces, Zapton said Relief 
photograph are prOJected from surfaces 
other than a flat mounting surface. 
The Other Gallery is home to senior art 
major Jason Hevener's exhibit. Inspiring 
Hevener is his vast music collection that 
include:. "noi.~" and experimental music. 
Hevener said his artwork represents the 
interference he feels from the music. 
When creating work in a random fashion, 
he said sometimes the results flow and 
someti.Jllt>S they clash. 
"My art is more experimenta~ rather than 
controlled," I {e\'enersaid."' let the materials 
give me something. I'm more of a spectator 
than a participant" 
Hevener, whose concentration is art 
education. uses silkscreening for his prints. 
He c;aid he likes to u e the layers of 
unrelated images that the silkscreens 
produce, which reflect multi-track recording 
In forming h.is work, Hevener uses objects 
such as discarded road signs. One of his 
paintings, of which he is most fond, is 
framed inside a spoke-removed bicycle rim. 
Kurt Wickham, a senior art major 
exhibiting work in the Artworks Gallery, 
also uses objects in making his pieces. When 
originally constructing the exhibit, Wickham 
manipulated sticks to add texture to h.is 
ceramics. Upoo experimenting with cloth to 
add texture, he discovered its "textile feel" 
and used it for his remaining designs. 
Wickham. who said he tries to emphasize 
the sculptural side of his ceramics, studied 
types of contemporary japanese ceramicists' 
glazes (shino) to formulate a i.mi.lar glaze for 
his own ceramics. For a silk sca rf he 
displayed in the student campus ~owcase 
in the fall , he also s tudied Japanese· 
techniques. 
Of his pieces, which are primarily orange, 
peach. rust and white colors, a tea bowl is his 
favorite. "I like it because it fits my hand very 
well," Wickham said. '1t's very comfortable 
for me." 
Wickham's art is also being displayed 
nationally A cernmic work similar to one on 
display at Zirkle House is currently being 
shown at a student competition in 
Philadelphia. 
Sharing the Artworks Gallery with 
Wickham is senior art major jen Keenan. Her 
exhibit, with the theme of skin and water, is 
comprised of color photography. 
The photographs, arranged in pairs in five 
PHOTO COURTF.sY OF KURT\\ ICKII \\1 
This ceramic work by Kurt Wickham, along with works by other JMU seniors , will be 
on display at Zlrlde House beginning tonight. The exhibit runs through Jan. 25. 
panels, contain imag~ of abstract bodies 
with water running over them 
The glass was too thid., hmH'\.Cr, .md tht.> 
photos became g ouded. 
Keenan, who was a lifeguard, began 
taking photographs of everything involving 
water because she was around it so much, 
she said 
Instead, Keenan mounted the glu~ nght 
on top of the photographs to produce ht.>t 
desuw water effect 
While all artists in the exl-ubits t>xprl'~s 
themo;elves in different ways, they .;hare.~ a 
common thread - experimentation. 
"lt was one of the things I st...1rted on," 
Keenan said . " lt caught my eye." 
lnitially, when Keenan crea ted her 
photographs, she wanted to use a clear, 
beveled glass to expose ripples on the 
photographs. 
Zapton sa id, " I'm real interested in 
students' personal expres...,ion .. :. They dl•al 
\\;th things they are interested in." 
And that's what viewers can find . 
STYLE WEEKLY 
AR:JT 
,..Selections from the George Adams GJllery: Sawhill G,lllt•ry-
Monday-Sunday, free. 
,.. .. Aitem.mve Procc:,.~~ Phorogmphs" Z1rkle House:, Nc'' lm.t~:c 
Gallery- Opcmng Mondar ac 7 p.m .. free. 
,..Artwnrk by Kurt W1ckham and Jen Keenan: Zirkle House: 
Artworks Gallery- Opc:nmg Monday m 7 p.m., free. 
,..Artwork by ja'IOn llevener: Z1rkle House the Orhcr Gallery-
, Opening Monday at 7 p.m., free. 
,..Gunnar Mossblad &. Friends: D,we's Tavc:ma Tuc:sJ.1y, 9·12 
p.m., $2 cover or $3 mlmmum food purchase, 564·1 487. 
~M11nuLe Soul: The: Office- Wednesday, c.JII 574-99'M. 
,..F1ghung Grnviry: Blue Foxx-Thursday, 10 p.m. $6, 41Z-J699. 
,..Jtff and Chns: The Lutle Grill- Thursd.\y, 8:30pm., d n,,. 
Lion~ rcquc:,ccJ. 134·3594. 
,..J m MPry: The Office-Thursday. 
,..Enn McKeetchin: The Little Grill- Friday, 9 p.m .. Jon~uons 
requested. 
,..U.S. Manne Band Wtbon Hall Aud1torium-ThurS<.Ia~·. 7 
p.m .• free. ~ 
,..John Little, JMU F:u:ulry Voice Re~nal : Anthony·Scl'g~:r 
Auditorium- SunJay, 3 p.m., free. 
,..Grnfton·Stovall Theatre: "The Exorcist," T ucsd,ly· Wcdnt · 
"Tree:. Lounge," Thursday; "The Chamber" Fnd.•y-~ .• tutd ~ I d 
Ringer;,'' Sunday at 7:30 p.m., free. All ~how~ :u 7 .md 9 3 ' 111 
$2 un le<-s otherw•-.e noted MbVffiS ,..Rcg.•l Cinemas Valley M.tll: "TI'c Pcork \'~. Lnrry 11, r 
M:.gulrc,'' "One Ftne Dny," "Mu.:hacl '' Sh )W $4 l~h rc 1 Cl 
.1ftcr, 431·7107. 
,..RCI,,':ll H.mi\Onburg \:"The Prl'acher's Wtfc,"" rc.m 
and Ouuhc.t~ do Amen~: 1," ''101 Dalrn .• u.ln~." $4 before 6 
.afrer. 
If you uunt an t t 'eflt feiUUrc.>d m Style Weekly. drop ojf the mfo m tlu: AntllonJ·~c mcru, 
OrCall]rm, Phrl or }en tu x3 46 
I 
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Focu~ 
Restaurants off 
Ahh, the holiday season is OVl'r, a 
and everyone is g«.>tting back into c 
the swing of things. A n«.>w year ,
1 
means new resolutio~, and many ( 
people arc rcsolvmg to t•a t ,1 
healthier. 
ol 
College students Jre known fur 
their infamous diets of whok'SOm<' :, 
goodness. Yeah right! All d.w s 
snacks, late-night coffee brcak·s 1 
and 0-hall meals arc packl'd with t 
stuff that is far from nutritious. 
"Being at college has altered my 
diet immensely," freshman Ju1ic a 
Hard said. J 
"At home, I was able to sit down s 
and eat good, homemade m19ab . 
Now, 1 usually snack on the stuff I l 
have in my room bt.>cause I'm so ~ 
busy. I' ve even forgotten to cat ( 
lunch on a couple occasions '' t 
According to a health report in ~ 
the April 1996 ISSUl' of f 
Mndt·molsellt, foods such as dwt C 
sodas, canned soups, and low fat 
treats are just no good. Diet sodas 
may have zero calories, but they 
have no health value as well. a 
Canned soups are loaded with salt, r 
and the fat in low-fat treats as ~ 
usually replaced with sugar! r 
However, in a society where thin f 
is in, more and more people art~ c 
watching what they eat The trend r 
of healthy eating has encouraged ( 
many local restaurants to include r 
specific "healthyn items on their < 
m~us. f 
Pargo's has certain items that 
(top left) Ruby Tuesday'• ahrtmp end vecet..,.. p&Mter Ia futured on the ' 
(above) Sophomore Karen ShuJI taka time out of her buey deJ to Nmple t 
The marfneted chicken •• MMMI on a bed of rtce and~· 
(top rfeht) Chile'• Gulltleaa chicken aaftdwtch Ia alowfM Item for atudent 
1s On 
y l iv·ng 
>ffer lite food choices to eaters 
r, arc noted as "tic" ("thm lean 
o choice") on the menu, like Shnmp 
tr tlnd Mushroom Fettucine, Tcriyaki 
Y Cntcken Salad, Spnng Chicken 
tt clnd New Orleans Chicken Salad. If 
a customer wishes to have a non-
>r tic item prepan..>d tic-style, servers 
tc 'llbstitutc thing:, like salsa and rl'<i 
Y s.1ti~ for their father counterparts 
.s lik • alfredo sauce, and rt3move 
h bacon and cheese from any salads. 
"~he tic items have been very 
)' popular, especially Spring Chicken 
c and Harvest Vegetable Platter," 
Adam Smith, Parga's manager, 
n cttd 
:;, Quli's has four "Guiltless Crill" 
l'nt rees, each containing 5-17 
o gracns of fat. One can enjoy the 
1t Gutltless Chtcken Salad (5 grams), 
the Guiltless Chicken Sandwich (8 
n gra ms), the Guiltless Ch1cken 
•f Platter (9 grams) or the GUiltless 
!t Ch1cken FaJitas (17 grams). 
1t . At Ruby Tuesday's, special 
1s items have a little flag designating 
y them "Fit 'n' Tnm" items, which 
t are lower tn fat. On the menu is a 
t, note to customers letting them 
s know no-fat salad dressing, light 
margarine and mayonnaise, low-
if\ fat spur cream and even fat-free 1ce 
e cre<\m can be prepared with a 
d mca'l. Examples of their lighter 
d entrees are Chicken or Shrimp Stir-
c Fry Shnmp & Veggie Pasta, Herb-
tr Grit~ Chicken Sandwich and Fat-
FreqSundaes. 
tt ''All our items, not just the Fit 
the "Fit 'n' Trtnt• n.nu. 
nple the Sprtnc ChlcMn .t PetCo'a. 
tdents cuttJnc blldl on flrt lnteke. 
'n' Trim ones, are healthy because 
most of them do not contain 
monosod1um glutamate," Sally 
Arey, Ruby Tuesday's manager, 
satd. 
"MSC is known to retain flu1d 
and shoot up cholesterol levels. 
Sinct.> only four of our menu 1tems 
contain MSG, healthy-consc1ous 
eaters have made our menu 
popular." 
Some students have dcc1ded to 
give healthy eating a chance 
Sophomore Adam Lantier rect!ntly 
tried the Grilled Chicken Breast at 
Ruby Tuesday's. 
"My New Year's resolution was 
to live a healthier lifestyle and to 
get in shape," he said. "Part of that 
is eating foods low in fat Although 
the chicken didn' t have as much 
flavor as the foods 1 usuaUy eat, it 
didn ' t taste bad for a healthy 
ch01ce." 
And for those who care to eat 
low-fat at home, foods like 
broccoli, sweet pot a toes, 
strawbernes, canta loupe, orang~ 
juice, low-fat yogurt, tofu, 
tomatoes, rice, whole-whea t 
breads and bran cereals are full of 
essential nutrients people need. 
'There's no reason why anyone 
should avoid eating healthy foods 
because of their rice-cake. 
stereotype, but being a busy 
college student, 1 don' t have the 
time to whip up something 
healthy and just have to resort to 
fast food because it' s cl1eap and 
convenient," sophomore Drew 
Whiteman said. 
One thing to keep in mind is to 
keep track of one's eating habits. 
Registered dietitian Joanne Larsen 
advises soda and candy buffs to 
stick to snacks like fresh fruit, juice, 
raw veggies or popcorn, according 
to the "Ask the dietician" website 
(httpJ /www-dleticiancom/eatha 
bit.html). 
" Be sure to vary you r snacks, 
otherwise you will be bored and 
revert to the candy /soft d rink 
ha bit," she add s. "Don' t test 
yourself by completely eliminating 
a snack either." 
Vegetarianism is also a healthy 
alternative to bad d iets. An article 
t i tled "Plants for Supper? 10 
Reasons to Eat Mo re Li ke a 
Vegetarian" foWld on the Internet 
(http:/ /www.csipnet.ORC/NA/}, 
noted that "evidence is mounting 
that the healthiest diets are loaded 
with plant foods (vegetables, fruits, 
beans and grains) and s ho rt o n 
animal foods (meat, fish, poultry 
and d airy p roducts), especially 
fatty ones." 
Walter Wi llett, chai r of the 
n u tri t ion department a t the 
Harvard School of Public Hea lth, 
said in the article, "A d iet rich in 
fruits and vegetables plays a role 
in reducing the risk of all the major 
causes of illness and death." 
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arm bretlkfast for a 
~--tl Sunday morning ..• 
._.tast Oatmeal Pudding is low in fat, with b.J1t 3 1/2 grams per serving. Use quick-
M:c ... for a creamy pudding; old-fashiontti oall for a more hearty texture. Either 
l~*IQ• pudding is delid.ous and luU of w~ained nutrjtion. To serve, 
m 1fte:MnD.pw:ldil1t.g into bowls, then top with slim milk or yoprt and your lavorite 
Heat oven to 350 degrees. Spray an eight-inch SquAre glass baking dish with nonSticlc 
cooking 'J'ray. 
IJt a large bowl, combine oata, btown sugar, ~or dried cranberries, cinnamon and 
SaW 1iiJx well. 
medium bowl, combine mllk, egg whites, oil and vanilla; mix well. Add to dry 
jl.\g$dr$llts; mix well. Pour into the prepared Bake in a preheated 350-degree 
~g:~:55-60 minutes or until center is set and to the touch. Cool slightly. 
. ... 
,. 
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C.E.O. 
All Workshops on Tuesdays: 
3-5 pm or 7-tpm 
sponsored by 
Th• Madison L••d•rshlp C•nt•r 
Cr4taling Exc4tllent Organizations 
The Asbury Church Bus will make two 
stops to provide transportation to our 
11 a.m. Sunday Worship Service. 
Bus 
Departure: 
1 0:45 a.m. at Godwin Hall 
1 0~50 11.m. at Hoffman Hall 
Students will be retumed to 
campus following the service. 
t A college age Sunday School Class meets at 9:30 a.m. at 
the Wesley Foundation 
t To Inquire about the College Handbell Choir, 
call Laura Douglass-Bowman 
at 434·2836. 
I 
Bar beque & Rotisserie 
Knowledge 
Grows Here! 
Summer Session at Stony Brook 
Terms start June 2 and July 14 
260 courses in 40 subjects 
Day and evening classes 
Low NYS tuition 
Live on campus or commute 
P1\! Se Sind me the 1997 i2UIIIIIIIIU 





School currently •nendm& 
/ St1te lip 
Atu of 1ntete$1 
Mad coupon 01 cal 24 hours 1-8X).559-7213 
E·ma•l. summerschooiOccmad sunysb edu/ 
Or 'MI!e Summer Session Olf.ce, Oepc CN, 
Un•~ty at Stony 81'001<, Stony Brook. 
NY 11794·3370 
I 
Soccer player finds 
healthy living in 
sport and faith 
Knight, however, says he responds to 
such questions: " I realize that I am only 
able to do things on the field because God 
has given me the ability to play. He is my 
motivation." 
Martin said Knight's faith probably 
helps him play. " lt enables him to put 
50CCeT in the right perspective." 
Knight said he needed years of practice 
to bring him to where he is today (among 
other honors he has been named to the aii-
CAA serondteam for two years) but his 
real reason for making it this far is his 
faith. 
by Mitzi O'Rear 
sen;or writer _..;,...__ _ _ 
Spotts teams at JMU boast some of the 
top athletes in the country, but if one takes 
a clOtier look at the players' lives, he or she 
may see more than just spectacular moves 
captured in still photographs for the sports 
page. They find athletes who need a 
constant source of motivation to excel. 
·'The few moments before a team enters 
the field is an exciting time for athletics. 
The coach gives a pep taJk in the locker 
room and the players rush out, welcomed 
by cheering fans. Joining in a huddle, the 
players raise their h ands and voices in 
unison. Here many receive the motivation 
needed to keep focused on one goal -
securing a victory. 
Those who attended a JMU men's 
soccer game last season probably noticed a 
few players huddling on a comer of the 
field prio r to kickoff. With the ir heads 
bowed in reverence, they pray to God for 
the s trength they need to play their best. 
Unlike the usual · pregame rituals, 
however, the prayers are not just for 
instant inspiration a few moments before a 
big game - they are part of a lifestyle. 
Some athletes have chosen to exercise their 
faith both on and off the lield, gaining a 
long-lasting motivation. 
Sophomore Kevin Knight is a mid -
fielder on the soccer team who can be 
found in the huddle praying before every 
game. He incorporates his faith with soccer 
~a use he says he can't just leave h•s faith 
~itting on the bench while he plays. 
Like many athletes, Knights's career 
began at a very young age when he still 
needl'<l both hands to pkk up a ball. He 
pl.lyed on his first team at age 4. Growing 
up in a Christian home, he was taught all 
the Christian values and principles but, he 
admlts, folding his hands and lowering his 
head in an act of confession, " I didn't 
always apply them on the field. 
" I used to get angry a lot when I 
pl.lyed," he said. "But I've k-amt.'d thJt if f • 
claim to be different (as a Christian) , then 
I n<.>ed to act different." 
People wouldn't notice anythi ng 
different about Knight when they walk by 
him on campus. 
In casu.aJ clothes made slightly baggy 
for comfort, he appears to be just that -
comfortable in his s urroundings. Even 
when asked about his personal faith , 
Knight remains just as comfortable, but 
with a show of enthusiasm. It doesn't 
make a difference to him whether others 
are within earshot; he bo)dly and openly 
tells his faith story. 1 
On any day during soccer season, 
Knight's weary eyes are a clue that he 
spendJ more than 20 hours a week 
practicing. Although his time is largely 
devoted to the sport, soccer doesn' t top his 
list of priorities. 
"God is, by far, ahead of all those 
things," he said. "To a lot of people, it may 
be a big deal to be on the soccer team and 
have success with that, but in light of what 
God has done for me through His Son, that 
stuff is ... nothing.., 
Head soccer coach Tom Martin said he 
can teU from working with Knight that his 
"priorities are in order."' 
"Kevin is very focused on what he 
wants out of life. Socce:r is just one aspect 
of that. Faith is his number one priority, 
and it's not soccer." 
On television, sorrie reporters constantly 
poke microphones in athlete's faces and 
ask questions Jike, "Who do you have to 
thank for your success?" Many of them 
answer their parents, a close friend or even 
a childhood coach. 
"I think God has given me gifts, and it's 
up to me to work, and I work because I 
want to please God with what I'm doing." 
He said keeping his focus on God help~ 
him to deal with pride, bking the spotlight 
off himself. 
"A lot of people think this is weird, but I 
try and look at soccer as a way to try and 
please God," he said. "When Jesus was 
praying to God in the Book of john, he 
said, 'God glorify me so I can g.lorily you.' 
If that's the attitude J keep, then it would 
be impossible to have pride because the 
purpose isn't in bringing glory to me but 
in giving it to my Lord." 
LAURA SOULARJstajfphntogmpllu 
Sophomore soccer player KeWI Knl&bt relax• In his home. Knl&ht bellews his faith 
In God has allowed him to ue4tlln the sport he loves. 
I 
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In addition to pride, Knight said it's also 
hard to playtwith the right attitude and to 
keep his temper under control. 
" It's hard in athletics, especially in 
Division-1 type competition, when you get 
so wrapped up in it and your emotions are 
nowing," he said. "But in order to try and 
glorify God in my sport, I try to keep a 
level head anc.J keep my eye on what's 
important It doesn't mean that I don't go 
aU out. but 1t means I go all out in a way 
that's not trying to hurt somebody ... I'm 
playing hard .'' 
Knight also believes his faith in Cod 
brought him to JMU. While having 
already verbally committed to play soccer 
at the College of William & Mary after 
high school, he said he didn' t have "real 
peace" with the decision. 
"The night after I made the dl><: a~aon I 
couldn't sleep at all," he saad .. "It's kinda 
wild, but l felt that that's not where I was 
supposed to be. God was, for some reason, 
keeping me up and may have lx-en telling 
me I had ma\Je the wrong decision." 
Now, havmg declined his first offer and 
feeling satisfied with the decision to come 
to JMU, he thanks God for His work in his 
life. 
Teammate Mike Brizendine, 
sophomore forward, said he no tices the 
difference in ~ght 
"A lot of my friends ask me 'What's up 
with h1m?' because he's a lot different in 
his ways," he said. "He's reading the Bible 
a lot and books about God and praying 
everyday. I can tell he wants to live for the 
Lord," he said." 
It didn't take Kevin long to fmd ways to 
build his faith and to fellowship with other 
Christiane: at JMU. He is involved in a 
Bible study, Campus Crusade for Christ 
and attends. weekly prayer meeting~. In 
addition, he tri~ to spend quiet time with 
Cod daily, readlng his Bible and learning 
some hard truths about himself 
"What He [Cod) has been h.•.1chinR me 
lately is who I am tn compari90n to who 
J ie i..; •• • • J le h.1> <hanged mt.> in the way J 
view my'-elf. Apart from toNf I'm not 
good Anything good that b o.;ccn tn m~ b 
becau~· I ft' 's h.ld mercy on me " 
He said hi time at JMU has illlowed 
him to le • .un il lot about hb own faith and 
what it me.u~ to be a Christian 
"A Jot of people get caught up in th~ 
'religion' and s..1y 'OK, now I've accepted 
Christ, I can live however l want.' But God 
has taught mt• lately that thnt 15 not the 
way it b. It [Chri-.tianity) 1'- no t c1 $Ct of 
rules I'\ c rea lized if it were anc.J tha t' ... 
how I would gain my rightcousn ., with 
God, 1 v. ouiJ nc\ t:'r .Kcompli~h that." 
Bein~ n.lml•d to the ali-C AA ... econd 
team for twu ye.us is proof km~ht has 
succeeded as an athlete, but the 
motivation still remains for him to attain 
even higher goals a ... a JMU alumnus 
'1'd love to play soccer after collt.>ge," he 
said, Hbut what I mostly want to do is to 
serve the God who saved me ... an 
whatever way I can." He said he's not sure 
whether he will join a particular ministry 
or continue to play soccer after he 
graduates. 
Knight's -;tory s till ancludes some 
outstanding people- parents, friends and 
old coaches who have taught him valuable 
lessons and have helped him stay focused ..,. 
on the steel-framed goal at the end of the 
field . It is more likely, however, to hear 
Kevin telling stories about the best coach 
he has ever had, the one who keeps his 
focus on the higher goals of life, the one -
who plays soccer right a long with him. 
With the most comfortable but humble 
grin, hedeclares,"lt'sr.od." 
\ 
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415 N MAIN ST 
HBG. VA. 11801 
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Ask for a College Special · 
20" 4-Star General 
College Special $9.9.9 
16" 4-Star Large 
· College Special $6.99 
14." 4-Star Medium · 
College Special $5.00 




. Pizza Sub 
Roast B~d & Cheese 
Steak & Cheese 





All Subs Include: 
·Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, 




Mushrooms & Extra Cheese. •• so 
Bacon & Extra Meat •••••• 1.00 
. 
You could also enjoy 
our 'Wings of ·Fire' Hot Wings, 
Spaghetti & Meatball Dinner, 
CheeseStixx, Breadstixx, 
and Salads. 
·-~~------------------~~ ~J>()~Jrsl ~ ---------T~--BR-E-EZ_E _M-on_~_. J_an._13-,I-997_Z_ 
Women's _hoops off to best start in 22 years 
Dukes top GMU, prepare for No. 2 Old Dominion 
by Courtney ~rowley 
staff wrrter 
Coaches always say the game is 
won or Ia;t at the free throw line. 
'This dieM became frighteningly 
true at the Convocation Center 
Friday as the JMU women's 
basketball team defeated the 
George Mason University Patriots 
68-60 in a slug(est that chalked up 
a record 61 pei'SCINI fouls between 
~two teams. 
After struggling to just 23 points 
in a first half Dukes' head coach 
Shelia Moonnan compared to a 
pnze fight. the Dukes exploded for 
.tS points in the second half and 
found a way to win, using the foul 
1me to ice the game. 
Great teams find a way to win. 
and other than a Dec. 20 loss at 
Wake Forest University, winning is 
precisely what the Dukes have 
done all season. 
To a scientist, chemistry might 
mean Bunsen burners and test 
~' but ~r the Dukes, chemistry 
IS commurucatioo an8 cooperation, 
and it's the main reason they' re 
having an exceptional and 
dominating season. 
Sophomore forward Emeka 
Williams said, " We have a lot 
better team chemistry this year. 
What goes oo off the court makes 
us so good. Since we get along so 
well off the court, it shows on the 
court because we get excited. 
"When someone scores, we are 
not out there for ourselves," she 
said, "we' re out there for the team, 
and it's like one big bond, and it 
explodes out there on the court." 
Tournament and made it to the 
NCAA Tournament. This would 
have been considered a phe-
nomenal season at most other 
schools, but the Dukes view the 
1995-'96 season as a d is-
appointment. 
Team bonding was on the 
agenda following las t season's 
conclusion. Moorman said, " I 
think~ realized last spring that 
~ had to grow in that area and 
learn more about each other to get 
along better as people, and they've 
done that. So I have to say 
relationships and friendships have 
certainly transferred to our efforts 
on the cowt." she said. 
Accorditlgly, there was a sense 
hovering around the locker room 
before the season began that the 
Dukes would return to dominating 
form this season. 
~Je,pite the Dukes' 70 percent 
free throw shooting, Moorman 
~1id the number of fouls disrupted 
the Dukes' game. "It was a game 
where we could not substitute as 
wt! would like to have the proper 
rotation and the proper lineups in 
the game because of fouls," she 
Solid. 
Sophomore guard/forward 
Kish Jordan said, ''We are getting 
a long bette r off the court. The 
relatiorlShips off the court affect 
how you get along on the court. 
We trust each other and we' re 
more comfortable playirtg with • 
each other." 
" I did think we had a lot of 
talent, and that our young talent, in 
particular our sophomore class, 
had made significant impro-
vements both skill-wise and in 
their fitness level," Moorman said. 
"So, 1 really thought we had much 
more talent as a team than a year 
ago." 
PETER ttACGA RTY/srajJ photograplltr 
With a 68-60 win over Georce Mason Friday, the Oukealmproved 
to 12-1and remain undefeated (3-0) In conference play. 
NeverthelesS, the Dukes found · 
,, way to beat the Patriots, upping 
their record to 12-1 (3-0, CAA)-
their be:it s tart since the 1973-'74 
team started 16-0. 
Last season the Dukes went 21-
9, placed second in the C AA 
Looking at leaqlS on paper and 
actuaUy playing them are entirely 
different, though, so this blazing schedule, our non-confe rence 
start was not a sure thing. " It was schedule and certainly saw teams 
difficult to measure the strength of that had been to the NCAA 
our schedule," Moorman said. Tournament either last year or the 
"We looked at our preseason see HOOPS page 25 
JMU defeats Eagles 
Dukes improve to 8-4 with 81-78 CAA win 
from Bretu staff rep._o_rts __ _ 
WASHINGTO N - De:.pite a lack-luster 
first half, the JMU men's basketball team 
defeated Colonial Athletic At;SOCiation foe 
American University 81-78 Saturday at 
Bender Arena. 
Entering the second half trailing 45-37, the 
Dukes used a 16-5 spurt to take a 53-SO lead 
w1th 13:31 remaining in the game. During 
the run, JMU sophomore forward Fred Boyd 
contnbuted three points and was a defensive 
presence against AU fo rwa rd Thomas 
Trt'adwell, who scored 18 first-half points. 
TreadweU finished with 31 points to lead the 
Eagles. 
"I just wanted to stay in fTont of him, get a 
hand in his face wheri he shot and be a little 
more physical with him," said Boyd of 
Treadwell, according to Tilt WaShington Post. 
For the game, Boyd, who only played 16 
minutes of the second half, scored seven 
points on 3-of-4 shooting, grabbed e ight 
rebounds and had one block. 
Boyd replaced senior forward Charles 
Lott, who didn't play ;after the intermiSSion. 
Lott fi nished with eigh t points, three 
rebounds and one assist. However, he also 
tallied thn.>e turnovers. 
1 American jumped out to a quick 24-17 
lead behind the play of Treadwell and 
forward Dave Small, and even had a 13-
JX.)int advantage (36-23) with 5:44 remaining 
ln the first half 
JMU senior guard Ryan Culicerto, who 
tallied 13 points in 17 minutes of play, pulled 
the Dukes to within eight points at halftime 
With a three-point shot as the half ended. 
The Dukes also received st.lndout 
contributions from junior forward Chatney 
Howard , senior center Lamont Boozer, 
sophomore guard Eugene Atkinson . 
Howard led JMU with 20 points on 6-of-12 
shooting and five rebounds. Atkinson 
finished with a team-high 10 rebounds to go 
along with 13 points. 
With the win, JMU improved to 8-4 
overalt 2-1 in the CAA. The Eagles, who 
haven't won a Jeague game in four tries, feU 
to 3-10 overall. 
The Dukes will next play George Mason 
University tonight at the Coo vocation Center 
at 7:30 p.m ., and the University of North 
Carolina-Wilmington jan. 18. 
ra n reb 
JMU (81) min m·• m·• &ot a pr lp 
Howard 35 6·12 S·1 O.S 0 4 20 
Lott 17 3·5 2·2 1·3 I I 8 
Boour 39 S-8 2·S .J.8 I 2 12 
Felton 38 3-6 2-4 0-0 3 3 8 
Atkinson 29 6-11 1-1 4·10 I 4 13 
Perry s ().2 0·0 ().0 2 I 0 
MillS~ 2 0-0 0·0 ().() 0 0 0 
Culic:trto 17 4-S 3·7 (). I 2 2 13 
Boyd 16 3-4 1·2 ~·8 0 4 7 
Stricl.land 2 ().() 0-0 0·0 0 0 0 
Totals ~200 30-53 16-28 11-37 10? -1 sT 
Pt'rceotaces: F0-566, FT-57 l.l·point toalr-.S·I2, 
41 .7, (How4td 3·6. Cuhctno 2-2. felton {}-2. Atlc mwn 0.1, 
Pt:rry 0.1). Blocktd ~hots:'\ (Boo/Cf, Cull~cno. Boyd). 
Tu.moHrs: Ill (f elton 3. Perry 2. Cuhctno 2. Boo1cr. Lou, 
Atklno;.oo) Sltals: .S (f dhln ), llowonl, Boon.'f) 
JMU )7 ~ Ill 
AmuiaiD oiS lJ 71 
Ttthnlcal routs: NIA A: '.117. Oftklals: <Jordon, Kri'IC)', 
JMU swimming teams split 
dual meet with West Virginia 
by Steven Trout 
staffwrittr 
In its first dual meet of 1997, the men's 
Swim/Dive team continued its march to 
an unprecedented s ixth consecutive 
Colonial Athletic Association cham-
pionship with a 141-102 victory over West 
Virginia University. 
Tile women's team, however, wasn't as 
sUccessful. It fell to the M0tmtaineers 129-
lM. 
Both teams seem to be headed down 
d ifferent paths, but the coaches agreed 
Saturday's meet was a step in the right 
direCtioo. 
"This season 's fu ll of a lot of 
rebUilding," women's second-year head 
coach Leigh Ann Fetter-Witt said. uwe 
knew it would be a tough ba ttle and 
overcill they are swimming really well H 
Fetter-Witt heads up a squad that has 
won three CAA titles in the last four years, 
and she said she knows that history of 
winning still lingers. 
''They know there's a trad ition," she 
said. "They went through some real hard 
Ouistmas traiJ:Ung and they're swimming 
more aggressive." 
Bethany Snee and Jennifer Scheirman 
proved tha t to be true with their 
impressive performances. Scheirman's 
secood-place and thUd-place finiW:!s in the 
200-meter butterfly and 50-meter freestyle 
earned valuable points for the Duke:;. 
Snee, one of the squad's two freshmen, 
placed first in ~ 200-meter breaststroke 
- the Dukes' only individual swimming 
victory. 
Senior diver Amanda Kuehl dominated 
ht.>r competition. Kuehl placed first in both 
the 1- and 3-meter dives, but she refused to 
soak up her success. 
"[ did OK." Kuehl said. "This was our 
first meet in a while and there are still 
things I need to work on." 
The men's team found little holes in its 
perfor mance though the team easiJy 
handled the Mountaineers. The Dukes 
were led by senior ro<.aptain Ryan Frost 
Frost p laced first in both the 200-meter 
breastsboke and 2!Xkneter freestyle. 
Men's head coach Brooks Teal sa1d, 
Frost is the one to look for in the big meets. 
"Ryan's our leader," Teal said. "We 
need that out of him. I'm pleased to see it" 
However, Frost, the 1994 CAA RooJcie.. 
of~ Year, was quick to aiticize his own 
performance • 
"I wasn't 100 percent pleased with my 
swimming," Frost said. '1'm coming off a 
minor shoulder injury, l}ut overall I felt 
pretty good in the water." 
Junior Steve Fleming also swam well for 
the Dukes. His victory in the 200-meter 
Individual Medley, coupled with his third-
place finish in the 100-meter freestyle, were 
Instrumental in the Dukes' victory. 
8oth teams take their acts to American 
Univen;ity Friday to face the Eagles in a 
key conference meet They will travel to 
the College of William & Mary Saturday to 
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«be 3Jnternattonal jfratermtp of 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Iota Kappa Chapter 
Spring Rush, 1997 
~II'& 1995--96 ~~~t 0af4f41ftb:Vcf4tfe.,~ a.~. ~ VI ~.,~ \) ~~ 
Informational Meetings 
Wednesday, January 15, 8:00 PM 
Thursday, January 16, 8:00PM 
Highlands Room in the Warren Campus Center 
Bo\)s Cars 
HUG~ S~l~ 
Is your advertising not working for you? By advertising in The Breeze you will reach 
· over 12,000 students and 1,500 Iaculty and staff! Call 568-6127 for more information. 
5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ' 
10 MINUTE WALK ON MAIN ST. TO CAI\11PUS 
I 
Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for~ .. information. 8:00 am.-10:00 p.m. 434-35~,"' ,,, 
s r 
I 
The Dukes are struggling at the free-throw line 
by John M. Tiylor 
assistant sports tditor 
shooter. Me and Chatney shoot the Huskies made, m1ssing 16 
the most this year, and I'm free throws. The Dukes only lost 
shooting 41 percent, and he's by five points, 73-68. They were 
The scene at the end of shooting in the 50s, so that 9-17 from the line against The 
Friday's game a t American doesn't help out very much" College of William & Mary, and 
University was eerily familiar for Howard, the Dukes' leading they lost 64-61. 
the Dukes. With a nine-point lead scorer despite only hitting 58 "It's been kind of frustrating, 
going into the last two minutes of percent from the line, blamed it because we've been playing 
the game, JMU missed four of on a "lackofconcentration.'' teams where we beat them in 
eight free throws, allowing the Culicerto blamed it on the every aspect of the game, and 
Eagles to pull within one point, attention the issue gels. "People then we l~t because we missed 
79-78. have made such a big deal about foul shots," Culicerto said. 
Then, arguably JMU's most it," he said. "Now every single Dricsell said, "We'd be 8-2 
cons1stent frc.>c-throw shooter, time you go to the free..throw line right now if we'd have made alJ 
scruor Ryan Culicerto, hit two to you're thinking about, '1 have to of our free-throws, maybe more 
ice the win,81·78. make this.'" than that. 1 know we'd have won 
Dt.-spite the fact Culicerto --------------- the Washington game and 
is one of the more consistent " the [William & Mary game]." 
free-throw shooter:; on this " ThiS iS the WOrSt free- Dnesell has tried a 
year's squad, the poor free- thr number of solutions to the 
throw shooting has been a ow shooting team team's free-throw shooting 
problem for the Dukes all woes One of his newest 
season. JMU is shooting a I'Ve COached, including attempts is to have the 
THE BREEZE Monday, Jan. I 3, 1997 23 .. 
dtsmal 58 percent from the high h players hit 10 straight free 
1tne, good for last in the junior . sc ool. I throw:; before they can leave 
conference. The Dukes kn practice. Another drill he has 
startedoffpoorlyandhaven't don't ow what the puts the players who have 
gotten any better. bl . ' ' bt.--en. missing the m~t at the 
"tt's gotten worse," pro em IS. tine, with the rest of the team 
Driescll said. "This is the on the baseline. lf the player 
worst free-throw shooting Lefty Oriesell misses the first shot, 
team I've coached, including men's basketball head coach everyone has to sprint to the 
jumor high school I don't other baseline and back in 34 
team shot well ag.1ln'jt Towson 
State on Dec. 28, gotng 20 of-32 
from the lmc. Again'll William & 
Mary, the Dukes went 7-of-10 
from the hne m the first half, only 
to follow it up with a 2-of-7 
showmg m the second half. 
FILE PHOTO BY KYLE BUSS 
is concentration and sticking to the 
same style Lott, who ~ shooting a 
cool 45 percent from the line, 
experimented with a few differ'l'nl 
styles this season before finally 
settling on one He said he has 
become more comfortable of late. 
know what the problem is." DrieseU shoulders some of the seconds. Once the players hit 
Ne1ther, 1t seems, do the blame. "Sometimes I think I both sides of the one-and-one 
Driesell doesn' t plan to do 
anythmg too drastic if the 
problem keeps getting worse. He 
said he's convinced the problem 
will take care of itself through 
hard work and practice. And 
unlike the Washington Bullets, he 
won't bring in a "shot doctor" to 
help his team. 
"Just s tick to one style, and 
you'll start making them," Lott 
said. "lt's just like anythmg m life • 
- once you start doing il good, 
then it will foUow through. H you 
s tart doing it bad, It's like a 
downward spiral" 
players When asking the culprits overcoach them, " he said. "I simulation, the drill is over. 
the cause of the problems at the don't like the way some of them "We did a lot of running," 
line, they have a veritable shoot, or how they bounce the DriL>sell Sclid of the day they tned 
laundry list of reasons for the ball. I've been trying to coach that drill. 
deficiency. them, and I think that's been Culicerto said, "We probably 
"It's the guy at the top that screwing them up." work more than anybody. We 
determines the team," senior What frustrates Driesell and shoot anywhere from 75-lOOeach 
Charles Lott, one of the worst the Dukes is that free throws practice But there's nothing that 
free..throw shooters on the team, have been the difference in can simulate an actual game 
said. "Last year, Darren almost all of the team's losses. situation." 
[Mclinton) took most of the foul Against Washington University, The team has shown signs of 
" If it keeps getting worse, I 
don' t know who I'd bnng in," 
Driesell said. "It's all mental, and 
tf you mess with people too 
much, you mess them up." 
Culicerto said he believes the 
team can shll turn at around 
down the stretch. 
"Everyone just nl'<.'ds to block 
out what they've done so far tn 
the season and just start over 
right now," Culiccrto said. " It's 
a II men tal.'' shots, and he was a good foul JMU missed almo:;t as many as breaking out of 1ts slump. The Culicerto and Lott said the key 
1996-'97 Remaining JMU 
Basketball SCliedules 
Men's Schedule Women's Schedule 
DATE OPPONENT TIME DATE TIME 
Jan. 13 GEORGE MASON 7 p.m. Jan. 17 7:30p.m. 
Jan. 18 UNC-WILMINGTON 4:30p.m. Jan. 19 Virgmia 2p.m. 
Jan. 20 Easr Carolina• 7p.m. Commonwealth 
Jan 25 OLD DOMINION• 4:30p.m. Jan. 24 Ea .. t Carolina 7p.m. 
Jan. 27 Richmond 7:30p.m. Jan. 26 William & Mary 2p.m. 
Jan. 29 AMERICAN 7:30p.m. Jan. 31 RICHMOND 7:30p.m. 
Feb. I UNC-CHARL01TE 4:30p.m. Feb.2 George Mason 3p.m. 
Feb.5 Virginia 6:30p.m. Feb.7 Old Dominion 7:35p.m. 
Commonwealth • Fcb.9 WILLIAM & MARY 2p.m. 
Feb. 8 George Mason• 4:30p.m. Feb. II American 7p.m. 
Feb. 12 UNC-Wilmington 7:30p.m. Feb 14 VIRGINIA 7:30p.m. 
Feb. 15 EAST CAROLINA 4:30p.m. COMMONWEALTH 
Feb. 19 WILLIAM & MARY 7:30p.m. Feb. 16 Richmond 2p.m. 
reb. 22 RICHMOND 4:30p.m. Feb.21 I:!AST CAROLiNA 7.30 p.m. 
Feb.24 Old Dominion 7:35p.m Feb.23 UNC-WTLMINGTON 2 p.m. 
Feb. 28- CAA Tournament% TBA Feb. 26- CAA Tournament% TBA 
Mar. 3 28.Mlr.2 
Hom~ gam~s ar~ in caps. Hom~ gamts art m cap.f. 
•Gam~s will b~ am~d on Homt! T~am Sports IIDoubltheadu .. 
THE RICE IS WRONG: Former 
Umversity of North Carolina basketb.11l 
star and current lllinois State Univer.,ity 
assistant basketball coach King Rice has 
been suspended withou( pay for one 
game Rice attacked a fan in the stands at 
ISU's last contest. He sat out Sunday'!> 
contest against Southern lllinois. 
BC SANCTIONS: Three of the 13 player.; 
originally suspended from the Boston 
College football team for gambling have 
been suspended for the re~t of the school 
year The three students lost their football 
scholarships and lost aU football eligibility. 
Three other players were allowed to sl<l} 
in school, but lost their ability to play foot-
ball. 
PLAYOFF POSSIBILITIES: The NCAA 
agreed to look into developing a Otvl~ion 
I·A footbalJ playoff system yesterday. In a 
meeting held before the opening se:;sion of 
the 91st NCAA Convention, a proposal 
rom ffie"Wesrem AtJUelic Conlerence was 
accl'pted by the president's commtssion 
for review. The proposal is an attempt to 
try and get more conferences into the 
Bowl Alliance. A proposal for a playoff 
sy~tcm was brought up two years ago, but 
was shot down in favor of the Bowl 
Alliance. 
CRUM GETS No. 600: Denny Crum, head 
basketball coach of No. 14 Lou1svtlle, 
collected his 600th career win as the 
Cardinals downed Georgia Tech, 60-56 
C)aturday. Crum is one of 18 coaches to 
reach the 600-win plateau, and he is one of 
three active coaches in the Basketball Hall 
of Fame Crum has a 600-225 record in his 
26 years of coachmg, all at LOUJSVIlle. 
SHELTON STI LL NO GO: Virginia 
Commonwealth University basketball 
transfer Robert Shelton has not been ruled 
eligible yet. Shelton's status will be ruled 
on later thls month. 
.I 
I 
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4=Ef:'t: ... 
Uf.l~EE ......... ~ ....... ,. ... 
Uonuaty 13 
NulrtUon Anolysls/Ainess Assessment Sign-ups ~· 
AtlalyloiS ol ·I O'ld ovetoll physlcollrtness Cdl X8734 
Jonuay 14 
Atness Assistant Training Program lnfoonatlon Ses.11on, 7:00pm. 
Corn ,101n the um:<: toarnt Moot h thOU~ .:. Gto 'P tnslruc:tlot1 room 25 pe~son ~ 
January 14 
Spring lntromutol Information Session, 4:30 pm. 
f01 onyooo lrluroslod in S(lllng lntramurus Moot In tho UREC Croup lnllructlon IOOI'I'l. 
January 14 
Aefoblc Instruct Of Training Program Sign-ups. bogln at 9;00 om. 
ll you oro lnler<:ii:IIOO tn bocOmlnu u 1 o...rublc$ inlrvciOI • 
.,ou Cal I &gill( b; o:llny X811b.. 
:January 15 
P.R.O. Motion Pr8$80tollon. 8:00pm- 9;00 pm. 
'P&"" ~ f<oochlng Olt1011 IIWI.><JI.Ih Uotior\' o. • 1 uto::hvo WOIWiop 
pornotrng hoailhy ~lellylos. 
January 15 
'Preparation fOf o Triathlon', 7:00pm. 
·ro>Nng -guideflnos and pnnc pl\u lrl)m o~pononcud ~;ompehtors. Moot 
tn I he Ul~ Group tn,ttuctlon room 
January 16 
'Discover Scubo'. 7.00 pm. corre~ed by Kathy'' Scuba) 
In the ur<ec 1>001 Coot 11 SIO 00 Col X8734 101 m.>~e intormohon 
January20 
Atwel Progom l?eglstratlon/lnformotlon Tobie. UR£C 
Jaluay 21·23 
BasketboD Intramural Sign-ups. 8:00 om -5:00 pm. 
At the UREC Proganl?~lrallon Desk 
BosketboU Otnclob Clnlc. 4:00 pm - 6:00 pm. 
tn the um:c Borsketbol C0\61 
Jaluay22 
Adventure Trip Planning Session. 9:00 pm - 11:00 pm. 
Determine hlp QCIOS,IItnelary, emergoocy pla!'l, rulos. oquopmel'll. 
O'ld other noea. . Meet In the I.JREC Group lnslruc1lon room 
SCUBA CLASS Januar ,· 30 Fcbruar'{ 27 S250 .r.cludcs CQlllpment clossroom & pool 
lra'""'\l t ,til X8~34 tor requ11emcnt!> and dl'l,lli~ 
• • :'1; -,-, 
Whae • s going on ~his 
Specials fran 8:00p.m. till 10:00 p .ln . 
1/4 Pound Cheeseburgers: $1.59 Daily 
Tables & 2 P ooeball Tables for you r e n joyment. 
MONDAY 
Purp~e Messiah 
1 Alternative Rock I 1 I : 
TUESDAY 
Andrew Poliakoff 
WEDNE SDAY Manut::e Sou~ 
opening Yugo Dudat:: 





/ ::- ,. :. 
Alternative Lifestyles 
Alte.r:aative nmce with tbe sounds of 
D.J. Craig Manhattan Sounds 




Pig and Pin 
250+ a.nds, 
3Nightsof 
Showe~~slng In 1 & 





IISIC Cl •. l FESllat 
IIY 21-JIIE 1 1 17 
R'ICHMOND VA 
1---333-7115 FU ..... 
l-IM: ... @12121 . .-T. 
wo: wn.cvam.c.~-au-ut ... Et ... •-n-
APPLICATIOI 
P.O. Box 5563, Richmond, Va 23210 · ph: 1100.333.7095 • fax : 804.641.0366 
SIS application f« l~ru March lSth,$20 Late ftt from March 16th · AprU 1st mUS1accompany abowcut 
application, tape or CD, Pras Kil a Bio. 250+ Bands will M tcl«<~ 3 NiJhta ofShowcasina. 20 Vmut, 













0 Would you lW to b. con.tldft'td for the Route I South promotion CD 
0 If you -Wd UU to ¥Oiuntccr your tlaw for the Route I South Mwk Cookrmc:e ud Fatival. 
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Dukes could use more student support 
' ... school support is school support, whether it's for football ... or field hockey.' 
S
ports editor's Note to JMU mcm 's 
basketball Jread coaclz Lefty Driesell: 
You'~ a..Jctd 1he Breeze sports staff tim~ 
nud time agam tuhal u~ am do to "gtt ~tudarts 
in tltr .;ta11ds .. at homt baskttba/1 gnnU'S. Wdl, 
Jzm• 1{011 go: my attnnpt to fulfill your reque;t 
without actmg liu a yes man. No tltanks is 
11eussary, just a videotape copy of lite 1974 
Atlantic Coast Conference Toumamrnt 
c/tllmpi()ll'ihip game. 
So, do you have any plans for tonight? 
What about Friday night or even Saturday? 
If you answered "homework" to the 
above question:;, then have fun. If you said 
" I'm rood-trippmg to UVa" to gt? to the Fox 
Field races or some social facsimile then.'Of, 
then h.we fun with the rest of the yuppiC'. 
1 Iuw(.>VCr, if you answered "no," then I've 
got a f~w idccls that beat itting in your dorm 
room or at your apartment telling your 
friends, "I don't know what I want to do. 
What do you feel like doing?'' 
Beginning tonight at 7:30 p.m. with a 
men's basketball home game agai.nst George 
Mason University and culminating with a 
visit from the second-ranked lady 
Monarchs of Old Dominion University 
Friday night and a Saturday afternoon 
matinee between DrieseU's Duke> and the 
University of North Carolina-Wilmington, 
our basketball teams are diving headlong 
into conference play with the opportunity to 
make early claims for the top spol 
The men's team, with a win over the 
P.ltriots tonight, would be the proud 
possessors of a 3-1 Colonial Athletic 
Association record going into its Jan . 18 
match up with the Scahawks. I wouldn't have even thought much 
For the women's team, an upset of the about it or attempted to please DrieseU iii 
nationally ranked and conference-dominant hadn' t gone to Saturday's University of 
Monarchs would give the Dukes' coofidence Virginia/University of North Carolina game 
a shot in the arm, not to mention the top spot in Charlottesville. 0 know I like to make fun 
in the conference. of Mr. jeffersoo's yuppy institution •lS much 
And whether you want to realize it or not, as the next guy, but klievc me when I say I 
both teams want and need you to help them didn' t go to ·cheer for the Wahoos or 
by parking your hind-quarters in a Cavaliers or whatever they call themSelves 
Convocation Center seat and making thiswcek.) 
enough raucous to cause the dignified Anyway, back to my pomt, which is that 
season-ticket holders to relocate from their even Virginia, known for its less-than-
court-side cap.1city 
scats to the crowds for its 




popular belief, · managed to 
I don't know S<!U-oot 
why it c.m't be University 
accomplisht>d. 11.111 for 1 ts 
With students rnatchup with 
in session (like Lhe far Heels. 
we are), how ..._ _________________ _, Not only that, 
hard could tt but Virginia is 
be to fill 7,612 Convocation Center seats 
when nearly half of them are occupied by 
locals and alumni? With my friend Captain 
Math on my side, only 3)nS students out of 
a possible 13,(XX) need to make the trek up 
the hill to the Convo to satisfy Driesell's 
greatest dream of selling out a home game. 
It really doesn't say much for the school's 
student lxxiy when only an estimated 2,(XX) 
students find their way to the Convo for an 
important CAA contest against, say, Vugi.nia 
Commonwealth University last week. By the 
way, that game's attendance was listed as 
S,(XX). 
still on semester break. 
Let me tell you, 1 would've hated to see 
the Convo for any JMU game while we were 
m the comforts of our homes in 
Pennsylvarua, New Jersey, Maryl.lnd and to 
some extent Virginia for three W(.>eks. 
Still, Virginia's University Hall was 
packed with the necessary complement of 
university big-whigs, resident yuppies and 
students. As a result, unfortunately, the 
Cavaliers defeated North Carolina - with 
the help of its bolSterous student body. 
Now, I'm not just talking men's hoops, 
either Neither is Virginia - the university 
we're supposedly in competition with, or 
should I say, trying to emulate. 
Rather, I'm saymg that school support is 
school support, whether it's for football, 
men's basketball, women's basketball or 
field hockey. Case m point: during the 
Virginia/North Carolina game, the arena 
announc'-'r n.'J'Orh.>d that Virginia's women's 
basketb."lll team had defeated North Carolina 
Sta te University. Needless to say, that 
announcement drew more applause Lhan 
when Virginia's living legend Ralph 
Sam~n m.tdc his fcl!JliOMbly late entrance 
into Univt·~ity Hall. 
1 he c\'cning prior, Sheha Moorman's 
Dukt>:> h.1d a l~lugh tune getting the 2,120 in 
attendance to help them inch past Gl'Orgl' 
MaS(lfl, 68-60. 
So my suggl>stion to you (and the pled uf 
JMU's basketball programs) IS to use thts 
week as c\n experimental W(.>ek of sorb. 
Lf you regularly follow the Dukl>s, then 
I'm sorry for insulting you and hope that 
you continue to go to the games. However, 1f 
you prefer to watch ESPN's college 
basketball coverage (and who in their nght 
mind can really blame you?) or sit at home 
with your roommates and a case of the finest 
Milwaukee has to offer, try somethi.ng .1 littl• 
diffurcnt- llke paymg a personal visit to thl' 
Convocation Center to acquaint yourst!lf 
w1th your school's men's and women's 
baskctba II teams. "' 
Lefty and Shelia would be proud of you. 
C Scott Gmltnm, Breeze !:;ports editor,~<; n seuior 
mass amtmwHmttOn ntDJO' who IUJS a JUJrd time 
saying auytlung good about UVa. 
Hoops __________________ __ Attention 
Sports Writers 
concmued from page 21 
year prior to that, and we knew the 
competition would be really tough 
''We knew we could be better than a year 
ago, but we certainly had no idea that we'd 
be 12-1." 
Winning consistently is one of the 
toughest things to do in sports because the 
same formula doesn't work every night -
great teams must continually reinvent ways 
to win. The Dukes have done this. They have 
won big, defeating the University of 
Maryland-Eastern Shore by 67 points They 
have won small, squeaking by both Virginia 
Tech and University of North Carolina-
Wilmingtm by only two points. 
But most importantly, the Dukes have 
won with style, grace, fire and teamwork. 
Whether it's senior a><aptain HoUy Rilinger 
making a quick dish or sophomore guard 
Hope Cook slashing through the lane, there 
IS always someone ready to step up. 
"Different players have stepped up in 
each game," Jordan said. "We can aU score 
and our team isn't selfish. so we give the ball 
to whoever's on." 
Even with the great start, the Dukes have 
managed to keep themselves focused. "You 
dol)'t go into the game with a big head," 
Jordan said. "You just automatically think 
you're going to win the game because you're 
going to play hard and play Dukes 
basketbaU." 
The Dukes took the loss to Wake Forest 
pretty hard because it was the last game 
before the winter break, but they bounced 
back quickly and have played even better 
since then. jordan said, "No ooe likes to 1~, 
but you learn from il" 
Moorman said, "We came back off the 
Christmas break as well as any group I've 
ever had." 
Records are built one game at a time, with 
each challenge coming separately. And 
Friday, the Dukes will face their toughest 
challenge of the year when the No. 2 Old 
Dominion University Monarchs roll into 
town 
The Monarchs are the defending CAA 
champions and picked by many to go to the 
Final Four this year. Moorman said the 
Monarchs haven't had this much talent since 
their last National Championship in 1985. 
Tean CAA Deal 
James ~\:doon 3·0 12-1 
Ok:l DctTi101 2·0 12· 1 
PdYTXn:1 2-1 8·5 
Gocige~ 1· 1 84 
At'T'lerican 1· 1 7·4 
va CooYn~th 1-1 7·4 
East Garolna l-2 5 7 
l.f\C·\Nimr(JIO"' 02 7-5 
Wf:am8 M:r')" 03 3·8 
EMILY CHILDRESS/graphics tditor 
The Monarchs are talented, but not 
unbeatable, as their 12-1 record attests. So the 
Dukes are going into this eon test with a can-
win attitude. 
Cook said, "Everyone is really exdted to 
play [ODU). From talking to the rest of the 
team, we want to pull an upset- or at least 
try to." 
Williams said, "lt's going to be a good 
game. It's going to be a dog fight. We're 
gonna fight." 
The Breeze sports section is 
holding a meeting for all staff 
and contributing writers and 
anyone interested in writing for 
Breeze sports Monday, Jan. 13 
(yes, that's today) at 4 p.m. The 
meeting will be held in The 
Breeze office in the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall. Anyone 
who cannot attend the meeting 
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E'f(ON 
E'f(ON 
1111 JklJ EASKETEALL STATtSTtCS 
MEN'S 3·point 
Player G-GS FC-FCA PCT. fG.FCA FT·FfA Per. OR·TOT AVC A TO YTS. AVC 
Howard 12·12 13-160 .ol56 17-54 ~7 .582 24-57 48 21 41 202 16.8 
Lott 12.$ 62·119 .521 ().4 22-49 .449 30-71 S.Q 15 25 146 122 
8oow' 12·12 5>93 .591 (}.{) ~34 ..588 28-51 6.6 10 28 130 10.8 
Allot\!IOn 12·12 47-90 .522 11·28 13-18 .722 21·56 4.7 19 19 118 9.8 
Culicerto 12.0 31·50 .620 12r2S J0.43 .698 3-16 1.3 ZJ 15 1()1 8.7 
Felton 12·12 21·57 .368 8-30 25-36 .694 8-32 2.7 36 17 75 6.3 
Perry 11.0 18-49 367 7·25 3-10 .300 4-16 1.5 TJ 14 46 42 
Milisa 1(}.() 8-14 .571 ()..2 12-18 .667 4-16 1.6 4 10 28 2.8 
Strlddand 11·2 13-23 .565 (}.{) 3-9 .333 S.19 1.7 1 9 29 2.6 
Johnson 3.() 2-4 .500 (}.{) J.3 1.00) ()..2 0.7 l 4 7 2.3 
Boyd 12·2 12·28 .429 (}.{) 1·7 .143 ll.J4 2.8 4 7 25 2.1 
MeN am. 3.() 1·3 .333 (}.{) 2·2 1.00) ()..2 0.7 1 3 4 1.3 
Za.andam (}.() (}.() .(XX) (}.{) (}.{) .000 (}.() 0.0 0 0 0 0.0 
Team ()..23 
JMU 12 343-690 .497 55-168 113-296 .584 138-423 35.3 166 202 914 762 
Opp. 12 299-686 436 52-170 201-284 .ml 156-418 '34.8 145 213 851 70.9 
WOMEN'S 3-poinl 
Player G-GS fG.FCA PCT. KrFCA fT·FTA PCT. OR-TOT AVC A TO YTS. AVC 
Schreib 12·12 61·120 .sal S.17 28-43 .651 49-107 8.9 24 28 166 12.9 
Jordan 12-12 55-110 .500 7·16 25-43 .581 20-62 4.3 19 17 142 11.8 
Rilingef' 11·11 34-107 .318 7-38 3J...40 .825 11-33 3.0 64 54 1~ 9.8 
Cook 12-12 43-103 417 2-14 17-38 .711 22..()6 5.5 22 34 115 9.6 
Williams 12·7 34-60 .567 6-13 1~30 .600 17-41 3.4 9 28 92 77 
Gehrke 11.0 26-46 .565 (}.{) 19-33 .576 11·29 2.6 4 22 71 6.5 
Colebank 12·1 21·52 .404 4·12 _28.42 .667 4-29 2.4 30 49 74 62 
Demann 12·5 20-45 .444 (}.{) 9-13 .f/Tl 19-.35 2.9 0 23 49 4.1 
&1sey 4.() 4-10 .400 1·2 ()..3 .000 6-13 3.3 6 6 9 2.3 
Herring 11.0 8-23 .348 (}.{) 4-8 .500 1()..28 2.5 5 13 20 1.8 
Jones (}.() 0.0 .00) ()..() (}.{) .00> ()..() 0.0 0 0 0 0.0 
Fox (}.() ()..() .000 ()..() ()..() .000 ()..() 0.0 0 0 0 0.0 
" (}.() 00) ()..() Q..O .000 ()..0 0 0.0 Nichols (}.() 0.0 0 0 
Team o-u 
JMU 12 306-676 .453 33-112 191-293 .652 169--47'5 39.6 189 285 835 69.6 
Opp. 12 227-!m .3?3 34-134 1~237 .582 151-399 3.1.3 128 w 626 52.2 ... . 
2061·F E\elyn Byrd Ave. (Behind Valley Mall) 
The Afta's: 
BfSTfeotl 
BEST \ 'alaes 
BEST "1gbt·Life 
Hamsonbwg . 003) 432-3699 
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~'TF..PHJo:N BOUNG/contrih111ing photogmpht'r 
Topsy-Turvy 
JMU sophomore diver Aimee Hobble attempts a dive off the 1-meter platform 
during the Dukes' dual meet against West Virginia University Saturday. The 
men's squad defeated the Mountaineers, while the women's team fell short . 
Only 60 days until 
SPRING BREAK! 
Are you ready to wear a 
BATHING SUIT? 
(cut here) (cul here) 
r.-------------------------i 







44 Miller Circle 
(Tum at Wendy's on South Main) 
574~AGYM 
$20 OFF a 2 semester membership 
or 
$79 for a 1 semester membership 
(Hurry! The deadline is Jan. 15th!) 











Would you like to 
share your opinion 
with the world? 
Write a letter 
to the editor. 
.feaA.e ho-w. and~ $50 Bach! 
OPEN HOUSE 
Janua· y 1 3-1 7 
RECEIVE $50.00 CASH 
FOR RESERVING YOUR 
SPACE FOR THE 97 - 98 
SCHOOL TERM. 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS OFFER LIMITED 





Olde Mill Village 
Olde Mill Village-
I 
AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS. 
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.) 
AMENITIES GALORE: 
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross. 
• OnJy four blocks to campus. 
• Energy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball courts. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for telephone. I 
• Telephone & cable outlets m each room. 
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments. 
• Well lit parking lot and walkways. 
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall. 
• Full time management and maintenance. 
• No sliding patio doors. 432-9502 
Call Barbara today and see how easy and affordable oft' campus housing can be. 
For more information 
on advertising in The 
Breeze, please call 
568,6127. B · :thu ad to. 6kk /li!Jl jan. 13-17 cwui 3//VE 
I 
------...-----------...J c 0 M I c s 1-----T•H•E•Bi.RI!IIIIIE•E•Z•E-M•o•nd..;ay;.;., .;.Ja.n._l.;.3;., 1;.;.9~97....;2~9 
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Here On Planet Earth \Scott Trobaugh 
~----------------~N~: f'l 
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Correction: 
The Crossword Puzzle will run on 
Thursdays inste~d 
of Mondays as was printed in last 
Thursday's issue. 
, 
A womb with a view 
After Study Time. Welcome t3ack from · 
~·tyTime. 
When you're ready 
for a study break, it's 
time to rut loose on 
the slopes. Our ski runs 
and Snowboard Park offer just 
the challenge you're looking for. 
Ski Massanutten during College 
Days in januazy and February and 
we'll give you a break on your lift ticket 
Vrrginia's Four Season Mountain Resort 
Massanutten COllege Days Wednesdays & Fridays 





$2.80 per visit 
38 Lamp beds · , 
with Face Tanner 
I 




U111¥ef'litJ l'tece - S Of 4 ... 
apt. Furnished or unfurnished . 
Apple Real E5t.te Inc, (5<10) 4U 
9576. 
C4leCe ---~~Court· 
4 or 5 BR townhOuses. Fumashad. 
Apple Real Emte Inc. (5<10) 433-
9576. 
54lblet • F ,..... lminediltefy to 
Share ~~ 2bdnn/2beth apt 
~ad1son Manor. S250/mo tiV\J 
Au& 15. You let master bedfoom. 
Pets cond•bonal. Cell Karl ._.32· 
9536. le ... messace. 
Townllouee Mwae, 38R, WO, 
MW,pnvate deCk, AliCUSt 1700. 
4326993 
4.....,..... 2 ..... CoMo .• Fully 
Fum11hed.01Shwashef, McrowlMt, 
Washer/dt)'er,OHJ(. TV lndrvidual 
leases 1200/month per person. 
Available 8/16/97. & 7 4-6123 
Huntefl RNie 4b(, 2 !MIIh condo, 
top tiOOf, new washer/dryer, new 
paint, privately mana&ed, 10 
month tease, S220, Call Grea. 
433·6907 or the owner at 
(757)481.0162 
Sublet In Aallby Croulnll -
Male or female needed to fill one 
furnished bedroom for Sprlna 
semester. Call Era at 432-0062 
Room Newman A•• - Grad 
student or faculty rant. $235, 
574-4328 
1100 to peraon who stans or 
f1nds subteaseel Lookm& for 
ptofesstonal or ifad to sublet my 
room 1n two-room apartment. Wlll 
&•VO )'OU my 12 speed b1ke. Less 
tnon 1 m11e from JMU. W/0. A/C. 
Quiet nel&hbOftlOod David 433-
3990. 
One ballllroo"' available In 
spac1ous townhouse. Three 
fnendly female roommates. $225 
per month. Short walk to campus 
and on bus route. Call 4~ 
or Ginger 703 369 7821, please 
call soon! 
787 Walnut Lalla • 2 BR apt 
ava~able Feb 15, or March 1. 1 
1/2 blocks from JMU Wllh washer 
~. no utlllues, 6 mo. 9mo, 1 yr 
lease avatlatlle. S500 /mo call 
434-7374 and ask lor JeMifer. 
10 MINUTE 
5 BRAPII 





4 ........ ~ 
carpet & lireplace-
11!18 bedrooms 
SOuth Hi&JI St 
3 8edroont TowMcM~M 
loo 3 levels) 
L~rtY. St. close to campus 
LatJe beOrooms · one rs 141!28 It 
·1.2•3 ........ ~ 
Mason Stteer 
Water tneluded 
a BMroom T~ 
Devon tan, 
A/C 0/W gas heat 
1 8111111 3 hllllroom ANrtmant. 
Frenkhn Sl · ·-
ler&e bedrooms 
wtl1 P., Too M..ct~? 
Unn..tSity Place fum1shed 
4 Bedroom, 2 Ba1h W/0. O/W. 
A/C. New Carpet. $200/person 
lnchlli<fual teases we1con1e 
Cell anytime 435-RENT (7368) 
281, 2t1. 2U ~ St- "'"" 
be available June 1st 1997. 
please call433-6047. 
1150 II'IOnttl - 1 BR IIV811able and 
2 OR apt Female RM JM aots. 
Avail unmed. call 432.0815 
1 Room evellable - S210/mo 
plus utlllues, 1 blOck from campus 
across from the hospJtat 540-432· 
6653. 
Find the l**t Pf01*tY on our 
~Slit 
IJ,ttp 1/~uol.comJjrnurentals 
V1ew properties and see our Open 
HoUM tcheclule and policies. 
Unlverelty Piece, 38R, 2 bath, 
lumlahl!d, ~ust. $220/230 432· 
6993. 
Fe111ala NMdallll to subleese for 
Sprln& ' 97. Greet Roommatul 
Catl (103)754-9455. 
4 lit HOllie, 1 bath, washer, 
dryer. co-sl&ned by parent, w•th1n 
mile of campus. S200 per 
bedroom. tease/depslt. 434-888-4 
One bedroom available spr1n1 
semester. Interested? Call 
Heather at x7115. 
14 ...... wanted: 1·2 bedrooms 
1n University Place. Rent under 
$200. 0 .8 .8 . can 574-2250 ror 
lnformet•on. (furnished, water 
iocloded, balcony). 
FOR SALE 
lelzallll care from $171 -
Porschea, Cadlllacs, Chevys. 
BMWe, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 
4WOs. Your area . Toll free. 
(800)898 9178. ext. A·3727 for 
current hst1nes. 
Homellrewl"' ~ Extracts. 
etc.. l<eprator kits, 52 E Market 
St. 432-6799 luf'IOI4PriCI.net 
Greet Prices New Hondaa. 
Hamsonbura Honda on the Net. 
http:/ /hame.nca.oev~mams. 
Full Slu Mattra11, boxspnna. 
frame. Call 432-0815 $190 080 
432-0815. 
T,.k&SO Mountain Bike. Hllfdty 
used. $300/00o ean 564-1186 
Yameha CP70 Electric grand 
plano, Eneon1q vrx SO digi tal 
synthesizer w1th on-board 
sequencer. Both excellent 
conc:1111on, aSk•"" S999 each Jon 
433-3489 "• • 
HELP WANTED 
1,000e POIIIBL£ REAOINI 
BOOKS. Part Time. At Home. Toll 
Free 1-800 218-9000 Ext R·3727 
ror UstJngt 
POOL MANAGERS • Northern 
Vlf&lnla area, summer 
employment, excellent pay, latae 
communtty pools, stronc 
managerial support, please call 
(703) 323-9334 fOf 1nfonnauon. 
$1.000. POSSIBLE TYPING. Part 
T1me. At Home Toll Free 1·800 
218-9000 Ext T 3727 for lost1nas. 
Claenlnl Pareo" • for faculty 
member. Your hOurs ext 3068. 
Attention ltuda"ta - is the 
holiday season OYOr but the btlls 
are still c:om•na an? Our office tS 
lookin& for 6 enthusiastic and 
motM'Ite<l IndiVIduals ~ want to 
w04'k 24 hou11 a week end earn 
fui'-Ume waces. Paid trainin& for 
those v.ho are Interested. Call 
564-0095 tetwean 5 p.m.-10p.m. 
Sunday·Thureday and ask for 
Frank. 
US Excellent Pay • fle•lble 
hours, call 434 8824 ask for 
Harold 
5lttw Wantellll : 3-5:30 p m , M 
F, fOt 4-yr-old &•t1. my house. 433-
3087 after 5:30 p.m. 
Hl&fl Paytnc 141mmer lnt.rnlllip • 
JZA Development Is recrullln& 
btl&ht. ambitious self starters ror 
our 1997 Entrepreneurial 
Manaaement Tra1n1ng Pro&ram. 
Students seleCted for the procram 
woll aet IIApetlef'lc:e 10 acM!fttStn&. 
mart.eonc. acc:oun11na and human 
resource manaaement Please 
e<~ll ro, more 1nformatton and an 
application. 1·800 658·3841 
Ext 172 
camlra down? Do your lrlsrids shy away 
a room for fear that they will be lmmottallzed 
Riltiililllll/n one of your /nfBmous camera shots? 
Ot do~ love lobe creative In your wade? Is your room 
OtWtltfld In Images of surJII8IIi. chldren playiftg, or artistic 
views of a rusty old car? 
Put your talent to work for Bree%e 
Photo!!! 
NOne£ 
Few ... lnlorMatioll 8111111 
··~~ .... lrweet~~Mioft of tlnanclfll 
""'- opportun~t.taa a -"«· 
._.. ~. cont.c:t tile 
latter luelneee Bureau Inc., 
Itt (703)342-MSI. 
JMU AI-.. ...U afteHc 
cat~ lor two boys ICed 6 and 7. 
Ell<ton. 3:20-6:00 plus drhle t1rne 
(25 m•n. each way). Musts 1~ 
reltable. own car, run t, love 
children, references, nonsmoker. 
Call 298 2012 and leave 
messaae. 
WANTED 
ADOPTION: lOvin& ChlldleU, 
Ctvlsttan couple W!Sl'l to adopt an 
Infant or you'lt child. Wllhn& to pay 
legal/medical e~penses. Call Ken 
& Katen 1-800-251-7601. 
PledJad end didn't like It? Start 
your own Frateml~! Zeta Beta Tau 
1s look~ for men and women to 
start a new chapter. II you are 
interor.ted tn academiC success, a 
chance to network and an 
opportunity to mak.e lnends in 1 
non p1edg1n1 Brotherhood e mall 
zbtOZOtnauonal.org or call Chad 
Hrbek at 433-6733. 
Donate your ..tllcle to the Charity 
Foune1at1on Tax Oeduc:bble Chanty 
Found<luon. Inc. 54()..432 6653 
Wlfltftl Clfl Jot Partl817-5871 
Chllclc:at1 pnMcler nealllled Moo Frl 
9;00 • 3:30p.m. ror one 3yrotd, 
In our home, one block from JMU. 
Wtll consider two part time 
lndllltduals. please call 574.()953 
lelMI messaca. 
Clllldcare ""dad In my llome. 
fleatble hours. Call 433 0785 
l.aula 
Slnllle femalel a .. klnC el"l'• 
malet. Must be Interested 1n 
fttness, nutritiOn, sexual health 
educatiOn plus other healtll-related 
Issues. Also. have a flair for 
acun& and teach1ng. One year 
comm1tment 1s a mustl fOf' more 
Information on becom1na a 
Wellness Peer Eoucator, please 
contact Laura Martin at the 
Unr.<erstty Health Center e•t.2940 
and/or stop by and p1ck up an 
8PI)Iicatlon. Deadline Ia Monday, 
February 3rd. 
SERVICES 
Lowatt Prlceal Imprinted 
sportswear, promot•onal items, 
etc. Campus Cwtom R-rca 
Unltllll. 433-3734 or c:cf\IOflca.net 
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Attw'rUon All Stlllliletlta tr1 Grants, 
Scholarthops, Aid avaolabla from 
SP0tl$0BIII No repayments. evert 
US Cuh lor Coneae sss. For 
Info: 1-800243-2435. 
Lookln& for Joba? Bypass 
classified and employment 
~aenc1ea . Go rllht to the 
employetl that may need your 
seMCes. ean (5<10)856.8410 and 
press g fOf a fac:Otded messace. 
Money for Collep, post wacruote, 
vocational tre•ntng. We con lOcate 
sources. Call 54().856-8410 and 
press 8 for recllfded message. 
Q,.at Party MusJc / ProfesSional 
OJ's/ Nauonal OJ Connectton 1 
Call 433.()360 
Learn how to ad¥ertl" on the 
Internet ancs reach over 40 mllhon 
people. Froe details! 1-800-ti91· 





lnctuclea all meela,partt..atax .. t 
Great beac:hee a ntptNfel 
Leavn from R . Leuderdalel 
lpl'ln~.com 
1..aoo.e7M386 
• • • 30 ~ Daye Left I Now 
IS the t1me tO &U8ft&ntee the 
lowest rates and best hotels for 
Sprtna Bleak. Letsure Tours h<., 
packaie5 to SOuth Padre, Canc:un, 
Jama1ca end Aonde. BOO 838 
8203. 
MAl SprlnC Btnk '97. c-. Jamaica, • Bah.,..,,, 
1/ nleflb BMchflont, Dally,,.. 
Partlaa, No~ e S.t Bara, & 
G,.,. Dhcountelll Endlea 
Summaf Tours 1~234-7007 
Of call SMniBaMnlr & Tract 
HacJe e433-9045. 
SPAINO 8R£AM't7 It's He&vel'lll 
Wake and bake.... tn the hottest 
deSUnat•ons-free parttes•r At&hts 
from Richmond. Orgamze aroup 
and ttevel free l Lowest Prtce 
Guarantee. FR S99. 
Free lnfo :1·800·426· 7710, 
~.sunsptashtours.com 
Cancun • Jamaica Sprtnc Bte*' 
Specials I 
1 N!Cfltl AJr a Hotel from $4291 
S.W. 1150 on foollll, llllrtnks & ,_ 
partJ.I 
111" L.-..t Price cau.ant"l 
~·-1-eoo47-.e318 
F1oli4a """' Orei*J p.,.,.,.... Cttyt 
Room wfttl ldtcMn, llllf '*" 
$1191 Daytona-Mat locatton 
S1391 AonMI' I .... HotlltiOt· 





8oantweiJc 8eadt R-' $129 
7/ nlCMs Beachfront, Deity Free 
Parttee, Walk to S.t 811'1111 
Group DIKC~Uftblll £ndleal 
s-Toun1.0.234-7007 
or call Stxy, Kltde & DebtM 
.43344111 
PERSONALS 
Come Flnd Out About 
PHI CHI THETA 
)., 15th .. 10 p.m. zs.t 204 
Of 
Jan 16th U p.m. ZSH 204 
Melrose Pertlea, Formals, s1nce 
1985. v.e play the hits! 433-0360 
To place a classified ad 
In 
The Breeze, please come 
to The Breeze office in the 
basement or Anlhony-
Seeger Hall, weekdays 
from 8 a.m.·S p.m. 
Classrfied ads cost $2.50 
for the first ten words, 
and $2.00 for each 
additional ten words. 
U"lnralty Racreatlo" 
co"cratuletea Sam Axley end 
CMa Clarka lor beln& selected as 
a national Intramural ReoreolloMl 
Sports Flag Football All Ame11c&n 
Officials for 19961 We applaud 
t'OUf hard work and dad!Wtlon. 
SUbscriptions to TM lhMze 
are available! 
For only $30 for thtrd class 
mail. 
or $75 ror nrst class mall, 
you can receive a full year of 
TM BrHz•. Please send 
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The Commons & South View 
Apartments 
L/771 ,L/;VLJ JIY'C/1€.5 
70 Go Fo/2 77/&" 
71fttCII'D?WN •1 
711./5 .Is /1 G£e71 r 
(J/1/11€ AA/tJ So JS 
!IAI/.T!V6- AtL Vd-l 
&a.Ys CoM6 oi/CR.. . 
~ ~ /~··::.: . · . .,) 
,-: ;-..;/ \I 1,~ 
\. ' ""'"' .. Wll/fT utt.t.P 
'f!1 \' ,ae Be-7713R. 
-. 771A/V ;771'/S 
JOtfAJ( 
Wel.i- ~ 01 AI O!VLY 
7li-£KI( (JF tJIVe 71/.I/1/61 
FU.f</VI7U!<e .,, 
f ~ 
All The Apartments At South View & 
The Commons Are Fully Furnished. 
Each furnished Luxury 
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom 
4 Bedroom 2 Bathroom 
Apart1nent comes with: 
• Double Beds in each bedroom 
• Full size Washer & Dryer . 
• felephone & Cable hookups 
in each bedroom & living room 
• Oversized Closets , 
• Built-in microwave oven 
• Garbage dispOsal 
• Full size Dishwasher 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m. 
. and by appointment 





or Call 432-0600, 
or have your 
parents 
call us toll free at 
1 -800-JMU-8761 
and make a 
move to luxury! 
